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Interview with Arthur Bressan, Creator of Buddies

Broad Oppositio~ to Obscenity Law
by Brenda Buchanan

Gubernatorial hopefuls participate in "Meet the Candidates Night" held in Portland
. May 7th. (From left to right: Severin Beliveau, John Menario, Sherry Huber, Jim
Tierney, Bill Diamond, Dave Redmond, Julius Cook, Joe ·Ricci, and Gail Dwyer.

Gubie Hopefuls Gather at -Forum
by J .F.
T he onl y candidate to mention gay rig hts
at a candidate ' s night o n Wednesday. May
7. was independent Sherry Huber, who announced in her opening statement. " I am opposed to discrimination on the basis of race .
color . creed . sex, or sexual preference."
Th e o ther eight ca ndidate s. five
Democrats and three independents..seemed
content to avoid the issue . but they answered
several other questiOl)S at the forum attended
by 200 at the Reiche School.
The answers that the candidates gave were
often similar to each other, with only small
shades of difference. But sometimes staking out a different position was Democrat
Joe Ricci. who spent much of the time attacking the other candidates. and calling Attorney Ge~eral James Tierney a racist. At
the conclusion of his opening remarks, Ricci
walked out of the forum. protesting the format which gave each candidate two minutes
for opening statements and answering
questions .
" The people don't need these two-minute
blips. they can get that o n TV. " said the
Scarborough Downs owner just before his
ex it . He returned later to participate in the
rest of the panel.
Democrat Dave Redmond cited his personal experiences growing up in Portland' s
' West End during the depression, and his
military service in the Korean War. " In thi s
neighborhood. we stuck together," said
Redmond . who also pointed to several
present-day problems. " Drugs are rampant,
poverty is everywhere .. .If I'm your governor, I'll say no to the spec ial interests and
I'll have the guts to protect the interests of
people."
State Senator Bill Diamo nd of Windham
directed his remarks against " the multinationals that want to misuse our state. " He
noted the present efforts of the Department
of Energy to build a nuclear waste site in
Maine , as well as plans to dump toxic wastes
in the Lebanon and Berwick area. as problems to be fought. He warned against

o ve rdevelopment of the coast turning it into a "corporate playground" and decried the
efforts of " a minority " to make decisions
about what the people of Maine will read in
the upcoming porn.ography referendum.
Jim Tierney cited Martin Luther King.
Stokeley Cramichael and Dorothy Day as
well as a ma rch 16 years ago to protest the
deaths at Kent State as h~ sought to place
himself in the middle of the protest
movements of the sixties. Independent
Sherry Huber said that she would make a
strong effort to retrai n people to change jobs
as the needs of industries change, and as industries leave Maine . She also noted her
help in leading the fight for a state equal
rights amendment.
Independent candidate John Menario, like

continued on page 5
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All Maine res ide nts a re entitled to vote
June IOon a refe rendum question that seeks
to make it illegal to sell or otherwise
disseminate " obscene" material in Maine .
The proposal, which is on the ballot
th roug h a citi zen petition initiated by the
Maine Christian Civic League . is being opposed by ·a broad va riety of organizations
and individuals, and was denounced by both
Republicans and Democrats at their recent
state conventions.
The decision to send it to a vote on June
10 . the date of the statewide major-party
primary election , has been almost as controversial as the measure itse lf, with both
proponents and opponents saying that the
brief campaign period could work to their
detriment. But despite some persistent ca ll s
for reconsideration of the June IO deci sion.
it appears that will be the day- Maine voters
decide the issue.
The Chri stian Civic League has pushed
the issue as a matter of protection for women
and children from pornographers say in g
pornography leads to sexual violence in
soc iety.
Opponents of the proposa l say that if it is
ful tool with which to intimidate those whose
political beliefs and/or lifesty les do not confo rn1 to middle-class standards .
The lesbian/gay and feminist communities
are seen by ma ny as especially vulnerable
to harassment. Sabhbh Neilan , who owns
New Leaf Books in Rockland , said in a recent telephone interview that she holds that
view .
If th~ referendum passes , she said she wi II
have to as k herself "can I afford to keep
these books on the shelf? " referring to titles
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such as The Joy of Gay Sex and The Joy of
Lesbian Sex in a drawer , she said.
"In most .bookstores , there is a level of
censorship . because (the ow ner' s) own
religious beliefs, politics or the dimate of
the community are taken into consideratio n, " Neilan said . But if a statewide pornography law is passed. she continued,
booksellers probably will find, themselves
pulling from the shelves any titles that may
be construed as obscene by whatever
government officials might be charged w ith
enforc ing the law.
To carry on without such a tour of one'.s
own store will be to risk the costs of criminal
prosecution , which could amount to lost
standing in the community as well as dollars
and cents, she sa id :
Neilan sa id she thinks lesbian/gay and
feminist bookstores will be threatened'
because the nature of what they stock could
be construed as obscene by those whose.
politics are different.
"There are books I have o n incest and
domestic violence th;it would be illegal."
she said .
Aside from her role as a bookseller ,
Neilan has been active in the campaign
agai nst the law as a member of the midcoast
chapter of the National Organization for
Women . She said NOW is trying to connect
with the local-League of Women Voters and
American Association of University Women
chapters so a cooperative effort can be
unde rtaken . Plans are being made for a
signature advertisement to run-in Rock.Janda rea newspapers and for a telephone chain to educate people about the issues and to
urge them to vote.
Statewide, a campaign organization called
Maine Citizens Against Gove rnment Censorship has been formed to coordinate the
opposition to the referendum .
Bob Howe, a former state legislator and
past executive director of the Maine Civil
Liberties Union. is one of the people working full-time on the campaign .
He said in mid-May that 10,000 red .white
and blue bumperstickers bearing the
tnessage: "Don't Make Freedom a Dirty
Word. Vote No on the Censorship Referendum." have been ordered.
In addition a 30-second televi sion advertisement has been shot. It shows a book burning scene in which titles such as The

Grapes of Wrath, 1984, The Diary of Anne
Frank and Valley of the Horses are tossed
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into a fire by an arin outfitted in a policetype uniform .
Howe said the Mai ne Citizens Against
Government Censorship is hoping to raise
a good de<1l of mo_ney before June 10 so it
can air the commercial often. It costs about
$500 for 30 seconds during prime-time
hours. he said.
''These things tend to be won or lost on
TV advertising." he said .
Organizations that are fighting the
referendum include the MCLU , the Maine

continued on page 6

Dear Our Paper:

Vote Against Censorship on June 10
We urge you to vote in the June I.0th primary and to VOTE "NO" ON THE

OBSCENITY REFERENDUM.
Many of you ar~ aware that on June 10 Maine citizens will be voting on an anti-obscenity
proposal drafted by the Mai1Je Christian Civic League, the organization which led the
opposition to the gay and lesbian civil rights bill . The referendum question will appear
on the ballot as follows:
"Do you want to make it a crime to make, sell, give for value, or otherwise
promote obscene material in Maine?"
If passed, criminal penalties will be imposed for promoting , or possess·ing with intent
. to promote, any obscene ma1terial, "obscene" meaning ' 'the average person, applying
contemporary community 's tandards" finds that the material appeals to the "prurient interest in sex .: ' Prurient, which means "a shameful or morbid interest in nudity , sex or
excretion." Anyone possessing six or more obscene articles or devices will be presumed
as intending to promote obscenity.
.
We realize that within Maine's gay and lesbian community there exists a diversity of
views and feelings on pornography. The images in much pornography certainly 'reflect
and help perpetuate our society's ~ystemic devaluation of women . However , we do not
believe we should entrust a homophobic and patriarchal state with the power to make
decisions on what we can read or see .
Let us not forget that the state refuses to extend civil rights prot_ections to gay men
and lesbians.
Let us not forget that the state has failed to pass an Equal Rights Amendment which
· would prohibit discrimination on the basis of gender.
Let us not forget that women _still make 59C for every dollar men make under our
current capitalist state.
Let us not forget that the state continues to wage assaults on woinen 's/ freedom of
reproductive choice, including women's access to abortions.
.
Let us not forget that the state gutted Title IX of the 1972 Education Act which prohibits educational institutions receiving federal funds from discriminating against women
and that this erosion has had-a profound impact on civil rights protections for people
with disabilities and people of color.
Let us not forget that the state, in this instance , Georgia , arrested Michael Hardwick
in 1982 under the Georgia sodomy law for hav ing sex with another man in his own home .
Though Georgia's statute prohibits both heterosexual and homosexual sodomy, it is significant that in ·approximately fifty years the law was used only against a gay· man .
Let us not forget that gay and lesbian bookstores in Canada and England are under
siege from the censors.
·
And let us not forget that Maine 's ow_n Northern Lambda Nord recently had safe-sex
information seized by the U .S. Postal Service for being "sexually oriented advertising."
Though the Postal Service has since apologized, this incident demonstrates what can happen when judgments are maide using such subjective criteria as "contemporary community standards," "patently offensive representations," and " prurient interest in sex."
What in our experi.ence would ever \ead us to believe that our literature, magazines.
and films would not becom1~ the prime targets of an anti-obscenity law?
What in our experience would ever lead us to believe Jasper Wyman' s claims that
the Maine Christian Civic League is really interested in empowering women? Let us
not forget that this is the same organization which wanted to prohibit the Maine Commission for Women from taking part 1n political activities. Let us· not forget that this
same organization was part of.the coalition which defeated the Maine ERA in 1984. And
let us not forget that this same organization most recently opposed a prohibition on
discrimination against persor><; with AIDS, charging that an AIDS-related bill would help
those who " choose to engage in immoral and indecent conduct," whose disease, " iv
accordance with the divine law of sowing and reaping , may very well represent a sober_
ing message from on high." *
Censorship is not the answer to women 's oppression. Giving lip-service to "women 's
dignity " is not an acceptable substitute for real political, economic and social power
• for women. Anti-obscenity laws do not address the real issues of violence against women
nor do they constitute acceptable strategies for empowering women .
Let us instead demand the availability of day care centers, family planning services,
sex education for children, equal pay for comparable work, access -to abortions , and adequate funding for battered women's shelters and rape crisis centers.
Please realize that the Maine Christian Civic League and other conservative organizations in Maine will be turning out hundreds of voters on June 10th. We must do the
same. PLEASE, PLEASE VOTE "NO" ON JU~ 10.
(DE)

(* Qyoted from Maine Sunday Telegram, April 6, 1986.)

Dear Our Paper,

Because I am an advertiser and supporter
Your review titled "Lesbians, Lust. and
of " Our Paper, " I find it necessary to comLimerance " i_nspired the following:
ment on the story, "Underpants and Ivory ·
Soap: Lesbian Safe Sex," published in yom
Lesbians , Lust and a Limerick
May edition. I found it offensive. It was a
Two dutiful dykes shed a tear
vulgar, irresponsible and distasteful account ·
When Our Paper made their offense
of a very serious issue, "safe sex."
clear:
If this is the type of journalism that yom
"A new book has shown,"
newspaper supports, then I strongly quesThey said with a m_oan,
tion the direction that "Our Pap.er" i,s
"Our lust should have left us last year!"
headed . " Our Paper" is necessary and
beneficial to the gay community . It not ornSincerely.
ly speaks for the gay lifestyle , it helps foster
Jacki Sharp
and give credibility to the gay lifestyle.
Articles such as the above do not foster,
nor do they enhance a lifestyle that has more
class than your newspaper so blatantly
disregarded .
At this time I feel it necessary to discontinue any monthly advertisement in "Our
Paper" until better discretion is used in the
content of its articles. Vulgarity adds nothing
to content, it only cheapens it.

AIDS-Line
775-1267

Diane Nicholls
Well s, Maine . .- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

PURPOSE

To the Our Paper collective:
I failed to see the humor or significance
of "Underpants and Ivory Soap : Lesbian
Safe Sex,'.' an article that appeared in· the
last issue of Our Paper.
The headline seemed to suggest that the
article was a satire of the safe sex that gay
meri must practice as protection agains.t
AIDS. Does Our Paper really think that is
funny and a subject worthy of satire?
If the intent of the article was satire. then
I find it totally inappropriate and insensitive .
· If the headline was misleading and the article' s author really wrote the piece as an attempt at humor, then I just find it pretty
meaningless and tasteless. What was the
point of describing two sexually frustrated
women with vaginal infections?
It seems to me there has to be a good
reason for an article to be published ,
whether it is to inform, entertain or amuse.
I think Our Paper could exercise a littl,e
, more editorial judgment. Generally , the
paper is great, but articles such as " Underpants and Ivory Soap : Lesbian Safe Sex "
do not contribute anything to the gay
community .
Nancy McCallum

Women's Music
~

·'(apes/Records/C.c:.i.·s-

Linda Tiilery
Kate Clinton
Ferron
. Sweet Honey in the Rock

Holly Near
Meg Christian
Chris Williamson
Margie Adam
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OUR PAPER is published
monthly by the OUR PAPER
Collective, P.O. Box 10744,
Portland, Maine 04104. The
purpose of OUR PAPER is to serve
as a voice for lesbians and gay men
in Maine. We wish the newspaper to
be a source of information, support
and affirmation, and a vehicle for
cel~bration, by and for members oJ
the lesbian and gay men's
communities. We want the paper to
reflect our diversity, as well.
EDITORIAL POLICY
We will consider for publication any
material that broadens our understand
ing of our lifestyles and of each o ~
Views and opinions appearing in the
paper are those of the authors only.
· All material submitted must be signed
and include ·an address a n d/or phorie
number, so we can contact · the autho
should we need to consider editorial
revisions. However, within the pages oJ
the newspaper, articles can appem
anonymously, upon request, and strict
confidentiality . will be observed. No
revisions or rejections of material will
occur without dialogue with the author.
· We welcome and encourage all ou1
readers to submit material fo1
publication 'and share your comments,
criticisms and positive feelings with us.
Remember, OUR ·PAPER is Yout
Paper!!! DEADLINE for each issue is
the 10th of the month.

SUBSCRIPTIONS
Subscriptions are $12 for one year (12
issues), $20 for two years, ·and $30 for
three years. Make checks payable to
"OUR PAPER". All submissions and
correspondence should 'b e sent to OUR
PAPER, P.O. BOX 10744, Portland,
Maine 04104.

OUR PAPER COLLECTIVE,

'AMADEUS.MUSIC'
332 Fo;e Street.' ?.o :tlcnd. ME 04101 · • •:
Mail Orders Welcome
VISA & Mastercard accepted
772-8416
.
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May 16, 1986
- Develop innovative and cost-effective
Dear Editor,
care-and support services for .persons
.
An historic moment happened Satur\ with AIDS.
day, May 10th at the Maine Democratic·
- Preserve confidentiality of HTLV-111
Convention. Senator Bill Diamond, a
results so that those who wish to be
Democrat running for Governor, spoke
tested will feel free to take the test for
at length about discrimination based on
medical purposes.
sexual orientation. Usually, when candi- Give money and support to commundates ,speak of civil rights for gay people,
ity based organizations to enhance
they only allude to it or mention it ;llong
their successful work .
with other forms of discrimination. Not
Above all we must, as a State, maintain
Bill Diamond! In his speech to the cona rational approach to AIDS to ensure
vention he outlined the eleven most pressthat hysteria and fear do not control our
ing issues facing Maine. Number five was
response .to this devastating illness."
a call to end discrimination against gays
and lesbians:
Bill Diamond is a sincere and persona"Discrimination based on a person's
ble
man who possesses the leadership
sexual preference must.end. l support
qualities to guide Maine through tough ·
legislation guaranteeing equality in
problems and reestablish our trust in
housing, employment and credit to
government. He is making it easier to be
everyone regardless of sexual orientagay in Maine by standing up to the clition. It seems so basic, but there are
mate of hate and discrimination against
those in this race who have tried to play
us. Diamond needs and deserves our
politics with this issue."
help. Please do whatever you can: volunI had decided to stay on the fence durteer for or donate money to his campaign
ing the primary, but felt compelled to
(PO Box 190, Windham, ME 04962support Bill Diamond when he couragephone 892-5095).
ously came out against the anti-pornogMost importantly, be sure to vote on
raphy (I call it censorship) referendum.
June IOth and get your friends to vote
While the other candidates are couching
too. That is one way to prove that we_are
their words carefully so as not to offend
as numerous and powerful as r keep telleither side, Bill has taken a clear stand and
ing the politicians we are.
is providing political leadership.
Sincerely,
Listening.to Bill Diamond at the DemoDale McCormick
cratic convention cemented my support.
When a political leader takes a positive
stand on a controversial issue like civil
rights for gays and lesbians, it moves the
debate to a higher plane and creates space
for other politicians to embrace the issue.
To the Readers of "Our Paper"
For this alone Bill Diamond deserves our
support. However, he is also good on
I'm writing in response to the letter from
otfier issues of interest to us. He is an
Jane
B. Weed in May's issue. I feel that her
environmental activist, is pro-choice, and
whole letter was totally uncalled for. I w uld
is c)early c con~r~q irettft:ned:ttte ame es 1an ay o 1t1-·
S. Om e.on e
\... ~ L - ..-... - · -- --·4 -~ -• . .
ca\ Alliance questionnaire and gave t~e
about.
· th
following response to our query as to his
You started your Jetter by conde~mng e
knowledge of and position o . Al~S:
owner of "Communiques" for their Marc~
"AIDS is currently the lead mg killer of
ad , as being racist. I.believe you termed it
young men in the U.S. In Maine we h~ve
gross and disgusting. ~t aprears. that ~o,u
only begun to experience its devastatmg
didn't notice the apologies pnnted m Apnl s
effects first hand.
issue of "Our Paper" from both th~ owner
of "Communiques" and also the entire staff
As Governor, I believe the State should
of "Our Paper."*
play a major role in determini_ng how we
you then . go on to cheer the XX
address this disease. Developing a comChromosome League for their philos~phy
passionate and responsible s~ate appr~ach
to the disease is critical,.part1cul~rly_g1ven
of complete elimination of al_l ma!~ b1rt?s
and if THAT isn't gross and d1sgustmg, I d
that the primary victims of this d1se~se
like to know what the hell is! You condem~
are gay men, who ·curre~t!y do not e~Joy
sexisn1 and racism in one sentence and emit
the civil rights of other citizens of Mame.
Specifically, I think the State should:.
a hearty "BRAVO" in the ne~t. · "
Then you raise one more _gnpe: Why
- Commit major resources to education
can't ENTRE NOUS be womyn only spa~e?
about prevention, the only proven
Why do men have to go there?" ~nee agam,
method of slowing the spread of AI OS,
you seem to be missing somethmg.
for high risk communities.

**********

You say there are fifty other bars to go
other separatist dykes whose courage and
to. Where are they? I know of three. The
honesty have given me the strength to go on
more I think about it, the madder I get! You
struggling
to create a world where dykes and
say, "Give me a break!" What the hell do
other women of al] ages won't have to .put
you think I've done? A year ago there was
up with constan( abuse by boys of all ages.
no women ' s bar. All the bars were mainly
To the XX Chromosome League who are
for men and only' tolerated women. I have
brave enough to bring up in the Portland gay
busted my tail to give all. women a.place to
·c ommunity questions of why lesbians are
go where they are not only welcome but can
creating even more boys for women to, at
feel safe and comfortable. I have tried to
best, put up with and, at worst, be raped,
give the women what they want and still
beaten or killed by: I am inspired, immany of them prefer to go to other bars.
pressed, thankful and scared shitless that you
What is the harm in having men at EN- ·
dared to bring this up in a male publication.
TRE NOUS? They don't go there to bother
It may be time for us to create a dyke. vehiyou or any other women; they go because
cle for dyke expression in Portland. I don't
they too feel safe and comfortable. And I
feel safe dialoguing about separatism in
can tell you one more thing: there have been
OUR PAPER. It's scary and painful enough
a few times in the three years that I have
talking about separatism with lesbians who
been in the bar that I have had my ass saved
have chosen to love and trust men. All
by one or more of those men; friends who
separatists have our horror stories of being
have always backed me up whenever there
betrayed by boy-bonding lesbians.
was a problem. I have never backed down
When I came out in '8 I, it seemed like
when I've come up against someone I've had
there were dykes everywhere envisioning
to throw out of my bar - no matter how
and working to create communities for
big or rowdy or threatening they were. I
dykes where we could be safe and heal from
can't - especially not ifl want to make E°F~the years of abuse by men. There was an
TRE NOUS a safe place for women. But;
analysis of female oppression by men, it
I can tell you one ~ing; it helps to know that
went like this: Women are systemaci.cally
if I have a problem, there is someone there
enslaved by the heteropatriarchy. Men and .
to help.
their systems are responsible for and benefit
The men who come to ENTRE NOUS are
from our slavery. We had named men the
my friends and my brothers and I refuse to
abusers. We knew that without women's
tell them they ' re not welcome in my bar.
energy to sustain them, men would not be
ENTRE NOUS is 95% women and if that
able to keep us under their control. It seemed
isn't enough for you, then I feel sorry for
so simple and clear then. We understood that
you. I learned a long time ago that you can''t
all men benefit from keeping women down.
· please everyone but I'm glad to say that most
We knew that even men who happened to
of the women that come to ENTRE NOUS
be the son, father, brother, .faggot friend, "
do feel safe and comfortable.
or any 'significant other; in a· lesbian's life :
If you or any other women want
hurt women.
''WOMYN ONLY'' space then I suggest
At that time, in that space, there was a lot
yo:.. work for the Women's Community Proof
support from other dykes in naming our
ject to help them to get the building they
enemy.
His name ~as/is men. There was
need. I have and I. will continue to do so.
support in refusing men our dyke energy.
.
:for women onlv; that will
.W..(:.. r_ef.used tbem, .!JCt'~C ·~ m,~ · ~- o---'
Por'uan·a cnange. i ou ~i:11111m iq;,11,y. "''':'F
men out. Of course you could treat them m ting out of control.
Here it is 1986 and the changes I see all
such a way that they wouldn't come back
around me fill me with despair. W~menbut I'm not that way. I refuse to be that way
only space is gone. Lesbian~take their boys ·
just to satisfy a few women who can't stand
everywhere. Lesbians speak of how h~rt
· to be around men!
men are by sexism and offer men lesbian
nurture to heal from thejr pain. Wo~en who
Signed ,
call themselves lesbians are fuckmg m~n.
one of the owners of ENTRE NOUS
Lesbians are choosing to have b~y b_ab1es
Judy Nevers
and boyfriends . Lesbians are dressmg m bet
*Note: The letter referred to was writte-n drag.
.
.
I don't understand . what mspires these
before the apologies were printed.
women to trust men when men's exploitation has increased in the interveni_ng .s years.
Rape has. Battering has. Sexpl01_tat1on has.
Reproductive control, Economic control.
These, and more, are the daily realities of
L b' s·
all women's lives .
Another Open Letter to es ian .
The more women deviate from the stan-

**********

- d d f women created by men , the worse
.
h h
Several lesbians have asked me w et . ~r
. ar to Do lesbians who are bonding with
It ge s. ally believe that those men are difI was responsible f~r the recent Jette[ ~n
OUR PAPER regardmg bo~s. :Vhen as e ' ;;;n;:nd to be trusted? Why? If every man,
ho some lesbian or other woman defends
I have truthfully ans"."ered no an? (according_ to who was ask mg) I would JUSt d~op w
. different .from other men and not
!lbs b~mgto. wa"ds worhel'l, - if .all tliese men it, or I would go on to express my totabl JOY
'"
what appeared to e- a • . a us1ve
.'
. ' • . . ' , •. h. . •
and suppo~.,
. · . · · ' . . - . were. in·l ...reality
'the ~~aµm?h ,aJlJ~s. ·t e":
separanst ·analys1s. (!f the rssues involve,~, m . . .
, , th . nt\ to• be ·.then : women
· • h · · t ake ' !hOie boys Hy. w0men • c aim . .e , , •
.• ·er ...
!esbian!l
.C, OOSlp~
m
rrot stat'irtg
my support
o, f t h..
e .XX · · w~u)tlti't<i~ : reality ·.oe ·as·.oppresse · and
Chromosome letter, to lesbians I ~ne~ l~ad
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Reasonable-Reliable-Confidential

primary bondings with men,_I was •.m~hc1tly
denying my separatist identity. This is both
internalized oppression and a betrayal of

Sign me: Tarah Wryst

THE .GOOD EG~ CAFE
705 Congress- Street
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On Running as a Gay Candidate
by Fred Berger

. _Hav ing just completed my unsuccessful
campaign for a seat on the Portland City
Council, I would like to share rhy thoughts
on running for office, particularly on running as an "openly gay" candidate .
This was my second attempt a t runnin g
for Council and there were significant differences between the two races. These differences reflect changes in how I myself deal
with being gay and how the media treated
me as a gay person.
When I ran for office four years ago the
media labelled me "gay and unemployed"
and emphasized the gay aspect throughout
the campai_gn. I myself emphasized gay
rights and campaigned primarily in the bars .
I naively believed that because I was gay the
thousands of gay men and lesbians in
Portland would- aut~matically turn out in
droves to vote and I would win easily . Of
course thi s did not happen. In 1982, coming out in a new city, it seemed very important to me to confront people , to make them
deal with their feelings about gay people.
In this election it did not seem as important to me to emphasize that I am gay. For
one thing , that has become a fairly wellestablished fact. Since 1982 I have appeared
on TV and in the newspapers regarding the
Portland obscenity ordinance, AIDS. and
violence against gays. Secondly, my own attitude.has changed. Being gay has become
a very natural, comfortable part of my life .
I no longer feel the need to confront people . I feel very much at ease with my
sexuality.
·
So, in this election I did not attempt to emphasize being gay , nor did I attempt to hide
the fact. ·My campaign'literature mentioned
my work with The A.IDS Project and Our
Paper. Although I mel'ltio1~ed in interviews
that I would propose a gay rights ordinance.
if elected. I spoke more often of the other
campaign issues.
The question remained of how the media
would treat my gayness. At first it seemed
as if they would make it a prime focus of
the election . WMTW-TV did a featGre on
me as "the gay candidate." (They didn't do
stories on any other candidates.) In that
feature I explained that I didn't think people would vote either ' for or against me
because I am gay . The first newspaper article about my candidacy said that I was gay
but intended to emphasize other issues than
gay rights in my campaign. Shortly

AnQther Open Letter

thereafter the Evening Express asked my opponent whether my being gay was an issue .
An Open Letter to All Gay Women Who
Hi s reply was, " It' s the kind of thing that
Fear They May Be Lesbians:
isn' t an issue as far as I'm concerned."
From that point until election day the media
never agai n used the word "gay." (WCSHIt has come to our attention that there is
TV called me "an advocate for minority a tragic difference between identifying
· oneself as a gay woman , as opposed to idenn·g hts . ")
- In general J was treated very well by the · tifying oneself as a lesbian .
Gay women strive to assimilate
media. Although I was an obvious under.dog from the begi nning. my candidacy was themselves into the dominant culture and to
taken seriously and I was treated with . apologize when they somehow appeair to
respect. Our District Tl'lree race received waiver or ·deviate from this culture, or fall
hetter coverage than the six-person at-large short of that goal. Some examples include:
Council race. My endorsement by the EvenClara Closet delightedly exclaims to her
ing Express was unexpected and certainly
lesbian friends , "Guess what? I told my boss
the highlight of the campaign for me .
that I was gay, but I still got the promotion.".
And what about the voters? I have said Or ev.en worse, " .. .I'm still employed ."
that my being gay was not an issue with the
What is troubling about Ms. Closet's line
people I met in my door-to-door campaign- is that she is rejoicing that she -is being
ing. In six weekends I met nearly 400 peo- treated like a human being, instead of exple. Some were genuinely pleased that I took peeling to exist as a lesbian. She feels parthe time 10 visit them . Many were indifferent doned that her lesbianism will not interfere
to me . I have no way of knowing whether with her well being (financially, emotionally, and otherwise) .
· m
· d'f•
the1r
1 ,erence was due to their knowing
who I was. to general apathy, or to the fact
Two women go to what is advertised as·
thatiinterruptedtheCelticsgame . Virtual- the only women's bar in Maine (but
Jy no one brought up the "gay issue .,, On- everyone is welcome). They begin to play
ly a few people were interested in talking pool , and are informed by a man that the
about any issues . I had one door slammed table is "his," as he was the last winrner.
in my face by a man who I think would have
When one lesbian challenges his right to pres lammed it on anyone . Certainly there are vent them from playing pool together, other
people who would not vote for a gay perwomen rise to defend the intrusive mal(.,
son, but in all my campaigning I didn ' t meet leaving the lesbian unsupported in her lone
anyone who openly expressed anti-gay
defense of women together in the women's
feelings .
bar.
I do not know how my experience would
What bothers us most about this situation
is that the one place in Maine where women
-translate to other areas or other races. An
openly gay candidate in Bangor, for exam- are supposed to be primary' the women preple, might be treated differently . However.
sent in that place rise to defend the male.
I highly recommend the experience of run- Though the man at the pool table appeaired
ning for office. It was a tremendous
to be in· an inferior position (i.e., outchallenge. I had IO force,m~facc 81-11118·_ .1,. .numbered by women), in actuality, he was
tions -.yhich were very difficult for me . But
in
m:. powerful -position in that he ~xit was a lot of fun . I met many wonderful
pected and received support of several
women to rally to his cause.
·
people . The most rewarding part of all was
working with· my fantastic campaign comThe choice by women to defend the lone
mittee . The core group was made of seven
and more powerful. male is reminiscent of
or eight people _ gay and straight _ who
behavior of dutiful daughters and faithful
wives who, out of obed1'ence to men, m1ust
met once a week. They enthusiastically
volunteered to take on responsibilities which
defend the men they are connected with
I had assumed I would have to do myself.
whether the men are right or not.
This freed me to concentrate on the parts of
Why was the lesbian unable to expect and
the campaign which only the candidate can
receive the support of several women to rally to her cause, especially in a women's bar?
do . Whenever I felt tired or discouraged
their enthusiasm buoyed me . I look f9rward
Of particular concern to us are women
to working on the next race_:_ mine or so- . who caU themselves gay and are apologetic
meone else's .
0

about being gay. They have great difficulty
with the word.' 'lesbian'' and even more the
word "dyke." It would produce high anxiety for such women to say '' I am a lesbian. '' (Do you feel anxious? Take your
pulse now!) We feel that this shows a distinct
lack. of self-esteem. By distancing
themselves from the terms "lesbian" and
" dyke" ' they pretend that they aren't lesbians and dykes. And yet what is a lesbian?
a dyke? but a woman does exactly what they
- do.
If we did not distance ourselves from
words that refer to us (lesbian, dyke) we
would feel ·more connected with the wdman
in the bar (scenario two). Imagine being able
to count on the support of other women like
men have countt.d on the support of women
as well as each other.
There are real reasons to fear "lesbian;'
and "dyke" (i.e. the history of Western
civilization and the silence of our existence)
and as many of us have experienced, the
ready violence that these words summon in
unsafe places (most places) . Yet the cost of
not claiming who we are takes its toll as
well. Gay women who are afraid of being
called lesbian become parasitic on liberal approval and suffer grief and humiliation when
that approval is not forthcoming. They may .
experience frustration for not fitting in
despite their desire to do so.
On the other hand, a positive claiming of
the words lesbian and dyke connect lesbians
to a culture beyond heterosexu·a1 culture and
hence make irrelevant the approval of
heterosexual culture.
We have noticed in our own lives (we are
women between the ages of 20 and SO) that
when we claim the terms lesbian and dyke
and when we no longer look for heterosexual approval, we're freed up at the
workplace and in our social lives to deal with
this world on our terms. In addition, we
. grant ourselves the space to more fully
determine our own lives and our self-image.
It is our hope that discussion on these
issues in lesbian forums will result in.more
experiences of solidarity rather than divisions among us. We kno.w you'll enjoy
discussing our letters, let us discuss yours.
· Write in.
The XX Chromosome League

Nuclear Waste Disposal, Oppression, an4d Survival
by Lee K. NicolotT

What do lesbians, gay men, and the
c1ttzens of the Sebago and Bottle Lake
regions of Maine have in common? The experience of oppression: having their will and
their welfare disregarded by those with more
power. When the Depart;ment of Energy
started talking about permanent nuclear
wast~ disposal in my back yard, I was gripped. with a helpless rage . I felt . that an
unspeakable horror was being done to me
(and mine). Yet, consideration of nuclear
dump sites in this state is only the next step
in a series of abuses of power-for-profit by
the utility industry, in coojperation with the
federal government, with the public paying
the price. It seems fitting that part of the land
under consideration for the dump site would
be Native American land, that mostoppressed of groups.
They started building nuclear power
plants and producing this ultimate poison
before anyone had f,igured out. what they
wer~ going to do wi!h ·i~ ·--: and ther_e's
nothmg safe the~ can do with tt now . Think
about trucks gomg up 1-9~ ,eve~y day, year
after year , an? try to beheve _there ·won't
ever be an accident. Try to belteve that_for
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a period into the future greater than all of ing nothing and/or by denying the reality of
recorded history , the earth's crust won't ·· this danger. Some people can escape some
make a false move. Many people have forms of oppression by not being: poor, of
fought this impending calamity all_the way color, female, young, old, disabled , or gay.
voting. - writing,
testifying, But no one can escape this ~me. If we ever
demonstrating , singing - trying to prevent needed a Coalition for Sanity , we need one
Maine Yankee and Seabrook from being now . We ' re fighting for our lives, om
built, trying to get Maine Yankee shutdown, children's lives, and their children's lives.·
trying to be the voice of reason amidst this We need to put aside our differen~s, pull
nuclear madness . Yet; money talked. And together, and fight back.
here we are .
There are·a number of groups that have ,
We've seen abuse-for-profit many times begun: Maine Nuclear Referendum Combefore: the coal companie~ getting rich while mittee, Box 2627, Augusta 04330, 622-4398
the miners died of black lung, third world or 647-8580; Citizens Against Nucle:ar
women being experimented on by phar- Trash, Casco 04015, 627-4296 ; Lakes Enmaceutical companies, children dying of ·
leukemia in East Woburn, Mass. because of
industrial irresponsibility with thefr chemical
waste, the utilities profitting while acid rain
destroys the forests, lakes and rivers of the
northeast U.S . and Canada. We may never
have faced su~h potential catastrophic consequences of short-sighted greed.
I am afraid that the nuclear po~er industry
and· the federal gove111ment will_ put a
nuclear waste dump ,in l!IY back yard . I've
· got a more pressing fear h.artJ hi;it;''Jb't)Ugh:
that' too many of us will 'respond tci this op.: ···
pressive situation by feeling helpless and do-

vironmental Assn. , 102 Main , Bridgton
04009, 647-2446; Lincoln Citizens Against
N~clear Waste Disposal, RR 1 Box SSS ,
Lmcoln 04457, 794-6405; Lee Citizens
Committee, c/o Phil Norde, Lee 04455,
738-4861; the Penobscot .Nation, c/o Carol
Dana, Indian Island 04468, 827-7776, and
the State of Maine's Advisory Commission
on -Radioactive Waste, Sta. 120, Augusta
04333, 800-453-4013, 289-1540.
, Remember Karen Silkwood.
(first appeared in BAGLSC Newsletter,
April 1986)

GREAT TIMES!
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continued from page Jt
Redmond , cited his Portland roots and
Korean War experiences, and his stewardship as city manager of Po rtland . " I will
represent an environment for enterprise,"
he said, "Maine has the capacity · for
greatness and I want to take us there ."
Severin Beliveau noted in his remarks that
- ''Government and society are being controlled by events. Unless we control events
and do not let events control us we are in
trouble . Two lesser known candidates. Gail
Dwyer. who billed herself as a "feminist
low-income candidate,'·' and Julius Cook .
who spent much of his time commenting on
the. answers of the others. rounded out the
panel .
A question from former State Rep. Edie
Beaulieu about the current Maine Central
Railroad Strike brought simi lar answers
from the candidates . Joe B.icci called MCR
parent company's Guilford Industri es' boss
a " big business pig " and noted that " the
state is being raped .'' Dave Redmond tom- .
mented that "they're not giving anything
back to the state of Maine . They 're here to
break the back of the railroad industry and
I would not give them the right time ."
Other candidates cited the tax breaks that
Guilford Industries had been given. Sherry
Huber wondered how we can help industries
that are already here. and John Menario
said. "I never have and never will support
tax breaks to one industry that are not shared
hy all. As governor. I would lock those parties in a room and insist that they come to
a conclusion . "
A question on South Africa . from local
NAACP head Neville Knowles brought
slightly different answers. Candidates
Beliveau. Diamond , Redmo nd. Ricci, and
Dwyer supported complete divestment.
Tierney supported divestiture of state
money. hut felt that in the investment decisions of employees pensio~ fund nwne
they should be consulted . John Menario and .
Sherry Huber supported partial divestiture
of stock in companies not complying with
the Sullivan principles, a .corporate code of
conduct for South African companies.
Menario noted that "If we divest, we lose
our ability to influence these companies."
The issue of nuclear power , nuclear
waste. and weapons in Mai1ne brought dif. fering responses from the candidates. Dave
.Redmond said he would ''find the best scientific and legal arguments to prevent Maine
from being a dump site" but he also noted
that a referendum effort to slhut down Maine
Yankee would have dubious legal standing.
''The economic results would be disastrous
if it were closed tomorrow," he said.
By contrast, Bill Diamond said, "First
and foremost. we should shut down Maine
Yankee . As long as we generate nuclear
waste. we're asking for trouble." Independent Sherry Huber said that "If I were
governor. I would be doing independent
drilling right now" in an effort to prevent
Maine from being chosen for a nuclear
waste dump site. "Physical evidence is all
the DOE will listen to ." S:he said that she
would research the Maine Yankee question
and come up with a decision before the
November election. John Menario said that • 1
"this state is not safe to store materials" and
said the state has been on tlhe list foh a long
time and wondered why action hadn't been
taken sooner.
In the last questions of tlhe evening, candidates addressed themselves to the housing
shortage and problems faced by Maine's
young people. Joe Ricci nored that "w.e need
trairJing, not just low income housi ng ."
Dave -Redmond cited the need for housing
in rural areas as well as Portland. Redmond
emphasized his commitment to fight "the
drug problem." Tierney stressed child abuse
as a problem, and Huber reiterated her
desire to work on the problem of teen
pregnancy .

"PARENTS OF
~
GAYS AND LESBIANS . .....,._"'$
A Support Group"
......

family portraits

Mondays 8 p.m. to 10 p.m.

by

"SPOUSES OF GAYS
AND LESBIANS
A Support Group"

Jenna

. Tuesdays 5:30 p.m.-7:30 p.,:n.
Led by CAROL KERR, M.Div.
For further information call 871-8135.
Individual counseling sessions also available.

Judith Lippa, MSW
Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Psychotherapy
Individuals, Couples, Families
Suite 423
142 High Street
Portland, ME 04101

773-1235

Studios in Eas.t Winthrop

·

3·95-4183

Lisa A. Vaccaro
District Agent

The Prudentaal

i,

616 Forest Ave., Portland. ME 04101
Office: 207 772-5427

• Life Insurance • Health lns.:irance • Annuities
• Group Insurance • Group and lodividual Pensions
The Prudential Insurance Company of America
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Broad Opposition to Obscepity Law
Evident

101 Reasons ~y Yt:,u Should
Own.A Maine Lesb1ian/Gay
T·Shirt!

continued from page 1

Teachers' Association. the Maine Library
Association. the Maine Lesbian/Gay
Political Alliance. NOW. the Portland and
Bangor Rape Crisis Centers and the Business·
and Professional Women.
Howe said individuals who are listed on
his .group's letterhead include nationallyknown novelist Stephen King. acclaimed
novelist and poet May Sarton. former
Republican Attorney General Jon Lund.
former GOP legisl~tors Peter Mills of Farmington and Nancy Masterton of Cape
Elizabeth. Rev . Richard Hasty of Portland's
Unita~ian-Universalist Church and The
Right Rev . Frederick B. Wolf. the recently-retired Episcopal bishop of Maine.
Although primary elections usually are i_rrelevant for voters who are not enrolled m
either of the major parties, efforts are being made to get Independents motivated to
vote on June 10, as a sizeable percentage of
the Maine electorate is independent of the
~rt~ .
.
For more information about Mame
Citizens Against Government Censorship.
people can write to P .O . Box l.5303 .
Portland. 04101. To volunteer to help on the
anti-censorship campaign. c&II Dana Rhodes.
at 772-7436 .

Reason #89:
MUGPA T7Shirts come in various
sizes plus two flatterin\J styles to
complement any Lesbi-Gay Person.
Not only will this T-shirt show off your
figure but let others realize that you have
a gre.at mind to go along with that great
body!
100% cotton!
And for those who like buttons as an
important accesory to the1ir wardrobe,
we have those also.
It just makes good political and fashion
sense to wear MUGPA!
T- Shirts, both styles: $7.00, Buttons: $1.00

Please send me the quantity shown in each size:
D Sleeveless

D T-shirt

_ _ small

_:___ Large

_ _ Medium

_ _ X-Large

Name - - - ~ - - - - - - - Address _ __ ________
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ _ __

State _ _ _ _ _Zip _ __ _ __
Please add $1.00 for postage and handleing

Cycle For Jjfe in Portland
On May IS the Cycle for Life Trans-America Bicycle Rally Again~t AIDS ~a~sed
through Portland. Michael Rossetti, who rode alone from Bangor to Lewiston , wasJomed
by 9 riders and a road crew for the trip from Lewiston-to Portland. l~c!uded among the
riders were Roland and Walter, the owners of Sportsman's; and Patnc1a Sherman, a 53
year-old mother of three. A thousand dollars was raised by th~ riders for AIDS-800, a
national AIDS hotline; and the Central Mame Health Foundation.
That evening Cycles hosted the riders and 100 guests for a fund raiser bu_ffet prepared by
Larry Leighton. With an art auction, yarg sale, and other events later m the weekend ,
Cycles owner Tom Corbett expected to raise nearly $2,000 for AIDS-800; The AIDS
Project and The Maine Health Foundation.
1

T- Shirts and Buttons available for purchase at:

SuPP9rt

· Our Books, Portland. ·
Maine Lesbian/Gay Politkal Alliance
P.O. Box 108
Yarmouth, ME. 04()96 - -

··········fi········~·········

Maine A.IDS Update

.•

Advertisers'

As of May 15, there have been 20 cases of AIDS dia_g nose? in Maine.
Thirteen were in southern Maine., 4 in central Maine, aod 3 m northern
Maine. Nineteen of the 20 cases were gay or bisexual men, one was an IV
dnig user. Five of these men were in the 20-29 year age grbup , 10 were in
the 30-39 group and 5. were in the 40-49 range. Of these twenty men, eleven
(55%) have died .

\

Dinner Served Tues.- Sun.
Sun . Brunch

\

Guess who goes
to

JO·E 'St

FRIDAYr, June 6, 8 pm

Pe<lple I i.ke you!

U.S.M. GORHAM GYMNASIUM

Be Jibe.rated for a change.

sa in advance s1 O at the door
"Their music is a blend of jazz, gospel , reggae, acoustic
guitar, and acappella vocals . . . powerfully harmonious ."

Tickets available at: Rockland: New Leaf Books,
Brunswick: Macbeans Music, Wells: The Hitch,
Portland: Amadeus, Whole Grocer ·

Proceeds to benefit ·t he-Women's Community Project
Sponsored by The Conference W &P
and• -- U.S.,11,k.-W~,men's
Forum
-=-- - "' ~
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March, 1986
Dear
One of the nicest things I'll remember about you is the way you'd press yo.ur face
and body against m1ne with such intensity when I'd first arrive. It exhilarated me. I read
your hunger; I bathed in it. I let it wash over me. It warmed me. I knew I could satisfy it.
I thought about you at work - lascivious thoughts. As the weekend got closer, the
job went more smoothly. II anticipated Saturday night. Everyone remarked on what a
good mood I was in.
I remember knocking on your door , tensed up with excitement each time. Then the
move from the cold garage: into the warmth of your living room . And the heat of your
embrace.
I know what you won ' t forget about me . The nerves in your skin will miss the constant attention of my fingers. You '11 ache for the kI)eading, the searching. The hour-long
massages that inevitably Jedi to passionate, primal lovemaking. You '11 miss the chocolates
and the dancing. We could have been another Fred a_nd Ginger.
Little things trigger thoughts of you - the smell of leather, a slit skirt, the feel of
legs encased in nylon. I'll savor the memory of your breast in my hand as we fell asleep.
I regret nothing about us except the abruptness with which we ended our affair. I was
naive to think the patterns of a lifetime could be changed in a few months. I wish I could
have prepared for disillusion . What you gained during those last few minutes was so
much less than what you lost. But you know that.
With this ,letter I establish you as my muse. With this letter I cauterize my wounds.
Me
%%S%%%%\SS%%%%%\\\%~%\\%%%%%%%%%\% %%%\S%%\% 0 S%%%\\%\SS\%%%\%
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On Attending Evtuschenko's Readin:g at Bowdoin on Sunday, March 9, 1986.
Downstairs , at the afterward reception there were edible non-plastic grapes and a long
line . He said he didn't think there were: any poets in France-now, and accepted my 51
Xeroxed pages in a signed yellow envelope to him; but he hadn 't heard of Aime Cesaire,
or Yves Bonnefoy .
Upstairs I had punned, and said the horses on the wall were probably the Swing Dynasty.
His poems require more "no's" per square sentence than even late Faul~er, or even
Saint Jean Perse , for that matter , which probably accounts for his immense popularity:
It is really exhausting. .
·
Underneath his newly purchased red and black lumber jacket, you could tell he sort
· of liked it , he pulled out three cork-ended cigarettes and literally asked the audience if
he could smoke onstage. Those stinking maggot pigs actually had the cockroach nerve
to shout him down. I felt very embarrassed at· their rotten arrogance, and herewith
apologize thereto and thereat, if ~hat is possible.
Thank you, Mr. Evtuschenko .
a.m . fine

Photos: Barb Puls
%%%SS%\,%%%%%%'%%%\%%%%%%%%%%
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Gone
Trees in the wint1{r surely do not growWrapped in ice mnd snow they occupy a
timely death
Hurting for the sun while the crimson
kitten rests
On the hearth rug desperate for love ·
Wood on the fire burns away the tragedy
Cut too soon it flames to ashes. the purest
demise.
,
·
Warmth to cold hands and:hhrt~'t-Qat_s_leep
with lights on
·
But icicles siill sitick to the limbs
On the timbers beyond these walls
Where just last fall leaves fell like tears
Bare arms reach now to the stars too far for
grabbing
And now . .. now that you have gone
Left for a newer nova
Winter is upon me.

Norman Brillant
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.~our People: ~A Labor of Love; A Labor of Pain~~~~~~~~~~~~
An.Interview with Arthur Bressan, Creator of Buddies
By Elze

Born on the street where they filmed
"West Side Story," filmmaker Arthur
Bressan, writer/director/e,ditor of Buddies, knew he was gay at the age of nine
(like Robert in the movie), led a double
life, "commonly called the closet," and
eventually went West whe1re he says, "I
grew my hair long and discovered it was
possible to be just one person and not
lead a double life like some sexual zorros
stealing kisses from the r1fch boys and
giving them to the poor boys. "He credits
the gay liberation movement for making
it possible to ''just be me." "That's part of
my payback with this movie, "he says.
Buddies, a very low-budget film (he
refuses to ·divulge the c_ost because
''Americans don 't believe anything that's
cheap'~, opened on September 12, 1985
at the Castro Theatre in Sani Francisco as
a benefit for the Shanti Project where it
got "bad press, great audierirce reaction."
According to Bressan, "The Chronicle
called it unemotional. The Examiner
called it shallow. And that night the
longest-recorded standing ovation at the
Castro was held for the actors .a nd for
me."
The film, distributed by New Line
Cinema (whom Bressan crJrlls "wonderful':· "they've really run with the picture'~
has since played in theatres and on college campuses throughout the United
States, as well as in West Berlin, Stuttgart, Frankfurt, Munich, Cologne, Barcelona and Australia. It opened in Los
Angeles on May 27th, BressrJrn 's birthday.

. Passing Strangers, Forbidden Letters,
Pleasure Beach, Juice, Daddy Dearest.
And I did the first big gay documentary,
Ga )I USA, which inched out just before
W~rd ls Out during the Anita Bryant
crazy time. I've done a PBS documentary
called Thank You Mr. President: The
Press Coriferences of JFK. And then I've
done Abuse, which was my first big dramatic venture, the first real film about
child abuse from thtid's point of view. I
have a very eclectic c. reer, though I don't
know if caree r is uite the right wmd
considering how r uch rent I owe the
landlord .
DE: What inspired you to make Gay
USA?
AB: I got angry. I got angry at Anita
Bryant, her followers, gay and straight,
who were saying that everybody h~ to
look alike, walk alike, talk alike, t ink
alike, drag alike, do a parade alike.
The thing I like most about gay people
is that when they get angry they throw a
party usually. So I thought I would make
the longest parade movie ever made that
would show the diversity of gay people
on their happiest day. I'd show the dykes
and the dykettes, and the bulldykes, and
the fags and the femmes and the butch
and the old and the young and the
straights. I'd show everyone there together
· having one helluva time across the
country.
As one grandmother said to me after
the film was over, "I just didn 't know
where I was. By the end of that film !just
felt you people were everywhere." She got
it, but she didn't like it, which was the
1

"The Chronicle caned it unemotional. The Exam iner called it
shallow. And that night the longest-recorded standing ovation
at the Castro was held for the actors and for me."
Bressan blasts the federal government's
inaction on AIDS as "unconscionablenot even politically incorrect, but bad
human being-ness, "and sho1uld it show in
Washington, D.C., "To me that would be
Ground Zero, bringing it home to where
it should roost. "
Passing Strangers, (1974), his first
pornographic film, won first prize at the
San Francisco Erotic Film Festival. He's
hadfilms shown at several European film
festivals and one of his pom films, Pleasure Beach, won seven awards at the Los
Angeles Gay Film Festival in 1984.
Buddies is a story about the relationship between two men-Robert (Geoff
Edholm) who has AIDS, and David
(David Schacher), his buddy-and howDavid grows and chan,:es from his involvement with Robert.
Buddies played at The Movies on
Exchange Street in April. Bressan accompanied the film to Portland for two
screenings and consented to an interview
with Elze while here.
And, Happy Birthday, Artie!
DE: Is Robert's character in Buddies
somewhat autobiographical'?
AB: I often do tbat. My life, though I
can make it sound very idiosycychratic
and unique, is very similar to a lot of gay
men. Born in New York and going to San
Francisco to come out is the oldest story.
Much of the film is autobiographical.
After going west, I discovered moviemaking just as a thing to do. I made
movies for friends- like birthday movies.
I've been doing movies since 1969, but
only for the public since l 972. My commune mates finally said to me, "Get these
movies out of the living room. You're
driving us crazy. Why don't you be a
filmmaker'?»So I did.
I've done pornographic or erotic films ,
depending on your point of whimsy-
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whole idea of the picture, which is the
idea of Buddies.
If you want to educate Americans you
have to go through their emotions. We're
overly educated but we rarely use our
brains. We usually vote from our stomachs, or we ,vote by image- look at the
current administration. We think with
our hearts. So I'll work with that available reality. I fashioned Buddies to be an
emotional entertainment. If people laugh,
and then they cry, the film has won. If
you drop your defenses by laughing and
then your emotions come out in real
tears, we've·done something different, because when was the last time anyone ever
cried over fags in this country'? Never! We
laugh at them. They're invisible. They're
always minor players. They're expendable, which of course is the truth about
AIDS. Like IV drug users, we're an
expendable part of the non-general population. I hate that term "general population." I 'ct like to know what population I
belong to if I'm not part of th~ general
population.
Buddies, in a way, is like Gay USA in
that my response to my sadness about
AIDS was to make a film that was not •
necessarily melancholy, that had hope In
' '
it.
DE: How did you happen to start making porno films?
AB: It was 1972. An ad man saw a
short film of mine and said , "Listen,
Artie, you love film but you '11 never make
any money making short movies. Instead
of going for the easy quickie, why don't
you just haul back and do a feature
because if it's a feature yo u can sell it."
Well, the only feature gay films at that
time in existence in America were pornography. I had no money to speak of. I
went to see about twenty porn films and
like everyone else, wise asses, said, " I
could do better than that." It's really not

Filmmaker Arthur. Bressan, writer, director and editor of Buddies
as simple to make a porno film as people
think.
The first one I set out to do I didn 't
even think of as a porn movie. I was just
going to make a movie that instead of
having two guys go into a room and close
the door and watch the seagulls fly
away- you know, symbolism- I would
show what they did. Passing Strangers
was that film _and it got an instant amount
of attention for me, won a lot of awards,
was · the first gay feature to play_ in
Europe: Everyone noticed a rather flam-"
boyant editorial style and an endemic
romanticism in my work and I was sort of
off and running. Passing Strangers played

stories, actors, beginnings, middles and
ends. 1 don't make~ the distinction the
culture does. I've Rever bought the idea
there should be a segregated cinema. Buddies is very much like my other films if
you were to see them all in a row.
The different thing about Buddies
though is: my other films are like, "Hey- .
, look-at-me movies," like "Hey, Diane,
notice Artie's a great director. He's into
Hitchcock, or he can ·imitate Capra."
With Buddies I just said, "Let's ditch all
of that. Let's just tell a story." Very simple. I just got out of my own way on this
picture. I really didn't care what the critics thought. In the past,. I ~ways had .

"If people laugh, and then they cry, the film has won ...

because when was the last time anyone cried over fags in this
country?!"
in non pornographic situations, in regular
theatres. It would play for a night and 800
gay people would show up and they'd go
crazy watching it. That's when I got
hooked on the audience. Up to that point
I was still making movies for me. Right
now I make them for the audience.
DE: What is similar between your porn
film and Buddies?
AB: All my movies are mine. Every
genre has its limitations and its glories.
All my movies arc movies. All my porn ·
movies have aerial shots, ~elicopter shots,

I wrote it in the home of my camera- .
man who was dying of Al OS at the time.
He died three weeks ago. To see Doug
struggle down the hallway with KS , trying to make something out of what was
happening, I though(."How can I worry
about showing off a big montage skill, or

contirwed on page 9
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my skill with a camera; or any of that
bullshit!?!" So I said , "Let me just do
this."
I've been doing this ·low budget filmmaking for twelve years so I have it all
down. Instead of trying to hide it the way
we usually do in independent films, I said,
"Let's just let them know from the instant.
This is only going to have two people.
Let's not hide the low budget. Let's say
this is gloriously low budget."
The thought of taking.a year and a half
off to raise $300,000 to $500,000 to make
this film seemed to me an ethical issue. I
had friends who couldn't pay the rent and
if I had raised $500,000 to do ·Buddies, I
would have made it for $ I00,000 and
given them the $400,000. When
see
people who don't have food and you're
buying film it.really does present an existential question. I avoided all .that with
Buddies.
And we made it fast so it could be out
, here. lt's' already raised money for people. More importantly, I think it impacts
them emotionally. It makes them feel
they can do something, which I wanted to
do.

you

which are similar to the lines Davi.d_wears
on his T-shirt. There's an opening out of
the characters because David is opening
up and finally he's on that street in
Washington.
In a way he's really "come out;" not in ·
the rhetorical, political sense which I
think turns many people off. He's come
out as a human being. He's found out
there's more to life than your job, your
lover, your apartment and your bank
book, though there's nothing wrong with
having those things. So we see them starting to grow as David starts to grow out of
himself.
,
DE: Who did you make Buddies for?
AB: I made it for the average person
who pays $5 to go see a movie. I made it
for my parents.
Everyone who sees Buddies gets it.
They understand it. "It's a very simple
movie on the surface. You can give a
speech to a hundred people, the speech
you want to make, and you can have your
· ego talk for minutes on end and watch the
people drop off to sleep, or you can look
out into your audience and see where
they really are and then try to cominuni-

Sol come to a town with still another
gay film l made almost in the wilderness,
because that's where you have to work to
raise the money. All I want from the gay
papers, and I tell them right out, is their
best. I want their best critic. I want their
best layout person. I'm giving them what
I consider to be my best. They don't have
to like the film. But damnit, if they don't
like it they have to make. sense in their
review about what they don't like. l don't
want someone writing a review who
doesn't know how to write. I know all

"All I want from the gay papers, and I tell them right out, is
their best ... I'~ giving them what I consider to be my best.
They don't have to like the film. But, if they don't like it they
have to make sense in their review about what they don't
like."
critics are urider the gun and I know gay
writers aren't paid . _I'm not paid either as
a gay filmmaker.
Most straight people have reacted well
to Buddies because they realize in one
sense it's not a gay picture. It's a movie
about two gay people who happen to be
human beings. It's not a movie that says
it's "us versus them." ·
I have a great critical friend who didn't
like Buddies. He said why he didn't like it
and damnit he's right about a lot of the
points. It's when I read a review and . I
don't understand it. It's not even negative
space. It's ambiguous space ..1 can't afford
that and neither can the gay movement.
The big movies don't need you. Jane
Fonda's "Agnes of God" doesn't need .
you. "An Early Frost" didn't need you
though you were courted like c.razy. I
need- the gay press and that's the real twist
among gay men I find. As soon as some
of them feel you need them, that's when
they get very queenly and very bitchy and
l won't kiss ass.

"It's really about the gay people I know.and have tried to love
and who have tried to love _me."
cate with them if you dare because they're
never where you want them to be. They're
where they're at. If there's going- to be
AB: I wrote it in five days, rehearsed it
in five weeks, shot it in nine days, cut it in
communication you have to drop your
skirts and your levis and your boas and
twenty eight days. That was the easy part.
The hard part was the motivation. It was
come where they are and talk to them.
. such a painful topic. I \\'Ou Id have preBuddies has had a really good response, .
ferred to have done a story about two
especially from the straight press. The
worst reviews I've gotten have been from
fags who open a flower shop in the Village and go to brunch. But with all the
the gay press, the little gay papers. The
big gay papers have understood it. They've
dead people piling up in New York, I
thought J.'d do an AIDS movie.
given it the support from the beginning.
The night I fi,pished the cut- it was
But since the little gay papers are still
four o'clock in the morning. I watch the
inventing the gay lib wheel, they're still
back there fighting pre-Harvey Milk
film, I freeze it, I'm not going to change it
anymore and I thought about how I
problem~. Buddies is where the gay com- never needed a reason why l was doing all
munity is right now.
these films over the years. But when I
David and Robert are out there-the
looked at Buddies I thought that all those
two kinds of gay people: those in the
other film~ were the nicest form of recloset and the outrageous ones. The message of the film, of course, is that they
hearsal to pull this one off.
Buddies is really an 80 foor dive into a
have to work together.
dixie cup and we didn't hi_t the sides and
In one sense I'm from the old school. If
we didn't splash. Theim.pact it has on all
I had been born a menche- a. Jewishr
audiences, even the people who don't like
person- and I was championing the
minority I had b1een born into after the
it, is so far above its budget or even its
intention that l 'm humbled by the picture
Holocaust, I would expect special understanding from my fellow Jewish pebple
because the picture is not flash, or glitzy.
and I would get it. I'm from the school
It's not about two too-fabuloµs gay peopie with three houses on Fire Island and ,t hat thinks, and I know my gay critical
great cars.
friends will cringe, that when somebody
makes a gay work, especially like a gay
It's really about the gay people.I know
and have tried to love and who have tried
film because how many gay films actually
to love me, regular people.
come along, they should definitely get
DE: l was actually surprised you
special attention because they're doing a
showed David's lover in the movie. I
specialty item. To do a gay film from
thought you'd keep it to two characters.
within the gay world is a very,"very diffiAB: The movie is really about David.
cult job. It's not that l want special plead-~
David's the reactive character, as Frank
ing. l want special attention.
Buddies is billed as the first dramatic
Capra would say. The movie happens to
David. Robert happens to David. As
film about AIDS. I'll bet my sneakers
David goes from solid T-shirts to stripes,
there's not going to be a raft of gay drahe starts to break up. His old ideas which
matic films coming out of the gay comwere solid literally st:irt to be broken up :muhity.'. ;r?ere'll °!Je some d~climentar!es,
into various color bands. So slo~ly near ,, _,hut where are t~ese dramatic films gomg
the end of the film we see the gym ms true~·• . •to ~om~. from· Now here, J:>ecause · no
tor, we see his lover through wavy lines' ' .,ones g~nng to be able to put up the
money 1t costs to make a film.

DE:' Now that it's made and you're on
tour and you watch it over and over
again , is there an.ything about the film
you would like to have done differently?
-AB: Actually, of all the movies I've
made, this is the only time I can give this
answer: Buddies is about 98% what I
dreamed it would be. With ·every other
movie 1've made, I coul"d go back and say, ·
"If I had more money, I would of, I
should of, I could of."
We filmed three scenes which are not in
the film. They were so powerful and so

DE: How· long did it take you to make

it?

depressing that, although they were the
best scenes, they had to go. They stood
out and they stopped the film. You
couldn't watch the movie after the best
scenes, they were so devastating. So,
Buddies is 98% what I wanted to say to
people. All the low-budget things about
Buddies help it.
·
DE: What was writing it like for you?
AB: Easy. It tumbled out of me. I
wrote a first ·draft and never went back. I
read it to my cameraman and we laughed .
and cried our way through it, I knew that
if Doug thought it was good, it was good
enough for me.
I felt this was a threnody that-just fell
out of me- "a song of death," an outpouring about death-:-and when those
feelings come, you'regorngto get an ulcer _
if you try to suppress. them, which is
what's going on now with the AIDS
thing.
DE: What made you go ahead and do a
film about AIDS?
AB: I knew I was going to do a film

"These (a olitical) gay eo tie the:.)'..!:
' ,1:,.1111:..uJJ1.Q.,f,W1WJ11,J,,1~Ml4.IIIA.,
in the A.IDS movement. They're changing the bedpans, personing the phones, writing the checks .. . I thought someone
should tell their story. They don't know how political and
wonderful they are."
about AIDS as soon as I heard about
AIDS. I've always done movies about
what's going on in the gay community
because that's my life. As usual, I approached it the old way-"Let's get a real
complex structure, let's get a real adult
approach." For a year nothing would
come. It was like dry heaves. l abandoned

DE: Of the good critics who are critical
of the film what do they say?
AB: They all say the same thing"preachy, ""rhetorical, ""people don't talk
that way," "repetitive," "too many close
ups." The majority of these people saw it
on video, usually alone, but not all of
them. In one case, since I love the critic:
who didn't like my film, I sent him a note
saying, "Don't retract your review but
just go as a regular audience person when
it opens in L.A."
Buddies was qiade for a theatre, for a
big screen. It's made to been seen with an .
audience. It works very well on video but
it's a completely different experience on
video, just like any movie.

~-

~

Then, l was in Germany with another
movie premiere and I was at a disco dancing and making out with this blonde
German kid. These guys said to me in
German, "You're not in West Berlin.
You're not in New York." (I was in
Frankfurt.)"Keepyour AIDS there. Don't
continued on page 13 '
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To Test Or Not To_Test?
it is currently used for this purpose. Now
ttiat blood .donations are screened for
evidence of HTLV-3, it is almost impossible for the virus to be transmitted by blood
transfusion or blood products.
While the test is not designed to diagnose
AIDS or ARC. the presence of antibodies
indicates that a person has been exposed to
HTLV-3. For this reason, many people,
especially those at high risk, have considered having the test. The people who
decide to be tested do so for a variety of
reasons. They may feel that knowing their
HTL V -:'3 antibody status will motivate them
to stay healthy and avoid risky practices with
sex or drugs . If they are women at risk , they
may want to be tested before . or during
pregnancy. Some health care workers may
want to be tested to confirm or deny an occupational exposure to HTLV-3 .
Inforn1ation on how to stay healthy. how
to avoid HTLV-3 infection , and how to contact community resources should be given
to all people, whether they decide to be
tested or not.
The HTL V-3 antibody test can tell you if
you have ever been. infected with HTL V-3
virus. If the test result is positive. it is
assumed that the person is carrying HTLV -3
and capable of infecting others. In fact, even
when the test is negative, a person might be
carrying the virus.
The test CANNOT tell if a person has
developed an immunity to future infection.
Also, it CANNOT diagnose AIDS or ARC.
and it CANNOT predict if someone will gets.
AIDS or ARC.
A negative HTL V-3 antibody test means
that no antibodies to the virus w,ere detected
in the person's blood sample. In other
words, the person is probably not infected
by the virus. 'However, it is possible for a
negative test to have other meanings .
Although a person · is infected with
HTLV-3. it is possible ttiat the body hasn't
produced ·antibodies at the time of the test.
In this case, t}le person is infected but the
test is negative.
·
In another case. a person can be infected.

by R.J: Bass
As reported in last month's Our Paper,
the state of Maine, through .the Bureau of
Health's Sexually Transmitted Disease Contol Program-Office on AIDS (a cog in the
big machine known as the Department of
Human Services) is planning and d.eveloping a statewide program to offer HTL V-3
antibody testing on a voluntary basis. Much
has been written about the HTL V-3 antibody
test ." and much has been said. Nonetheless.
there are assorted misconceptions and
misunderstandings regarding the test. its
purpose and use, its limitations, its accuracy.
and the procedures for record-keeping.
- ._ When the New York Times, a usually accurate journal, refers to the antibody test as
an "AIDS Virus Test" ("Patent Ruling
May Decide Who Developed AIDS Virus
Test" by Lawrence K. Altman, May I,
1986), the paper's readership is misled and
ill-informed; the HTLV-3 antibody test is
not a test for the AIDS virus!
Furthermore. there is articulate debate ,
among gays as well as between gays and
public health officials, regarding the overall
merits of the test and its role in the prevention of the spread of the HTLV-3 virus. A
great deal of this debate centers on the-accuracy and implications of the test results,
the social and psychological advantages/
disadvantages of being tested, and potential
uses and abuses of anonymous or confidential testing and record-keeping.
CI.early , if the federal and state governments want to implement an HTLV-3 antibody testing program, they will go ahead_
. and do so , regardless of certain considerations (remember the swine flu vaccine program?). People who are considering being
tested ought to get as mucl) accurate, nonjudgmental foformation as- possible before
,
deciding what to do.
Public health officials are targeting
members of the AIDS high risk groups (as
defined by the Centers fdr Disease Control:
gay and bisexual men, needle-drug users,
hemophiliacs, transfusion recipients. and.th:

" ... tracing the sexual contacts of people ... is riot part of
the protocol for testing and followup."
but the test fails to detect antibodies, for
technical reasons. This .is called a "false
negative." ·People in high risk groups who
test negative are advised to take precautions
to prevent the transmission of the virus and
consider having another test in 3 to 6
months.
A positive antibody ·test means that an-·
tibodies to the HTL V-3 virus are present in
the person's blood. In other words, the person was, at some point in time, infected with
HTL V-3, and antibodies were produced.
It does not mean a person .has, or will
develop, AIDS or ARC. It does not mean
the person is immune.
A positive test only means that HTLV-3
infection has occurred at some point, and
that there is a possibility that the person can
transmit the virus to others unless precauti'ons are taken .
·
Occasionally, the test will be in error and
register antibodies when there are none.
This is called a "false positive ." False ·
positives are very rare among people in the
high-risk groups. Any positive test results
should be reconfirmed using a different,
more sensitive lab technique. In this way,
the accuracy of a positive test can be ensured, prior to informing the tested person.
. Because the HTL V-3 virus may be present in the body fluids of people who test
positive for antibodies, they must take care
not to infect others. For people with positive
results, and for people in high risk groups
whq do not test positive, these are the
recommendations for the 'prevention of ~
HTLV-3 transmission:
·
Do not donate blood, plasma, body :;

sexual partners of these people) for massive ,
voluntary testing , yet, in some cases, these
people may have the most to lose, unless
thorough education and counseling accompany the testing, along with a system of (im- possibly?) fool-proof anonymity .
Because HTL V-3 antibody testing, like
most procedures, contains both benefits and
risks (medical and social), a careful
weighing of the facts is important before
deciding whether or not to take the test.
HTLV-3 is an abbreviation for Human Tcell Lymphotropic Virus, Type 3. It is
believed to the the virus which causes AIDS.
(Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome) ·
and ARC (AIDS-Related Complex) .
It is thought that HTLV-3 is passed from
person to person during sexual activities
which allow the exchange of body fluids,
especially blood and semen. HTLV-3 is also
transmitted by sharing needles or sy-ringes
for the injection of 9rugs, or by receiving
a blood transfusion or blood product that is
contaminated with the virus. Also, if a
woman is infected with HTLV-3, she may
pass the iniection to her unborn or newborn
child.
Antibodies are produced when the human
body is invaded by a foreign substance in this case, HTLV-3. Each different virus
or germ causes the body to produce a different antibody.
~ - When a person has been exposed to
HTLV-3, the person's blood will develope
antibodies which can be recognized as a
response to HTL V-'.J infection.
.
T.he HTLV-3 antibody test \\las •origina]-·
ly designed to screen blood donations, and
I

I
_,.

.1

"People who are considering being tested ought to get as
much accurate, non-judgmental information as possible
before deciding what to do."
should inforn1 their dentists. doctors , other
decision whether to be tested or not. arises
health care providers, and sex partn,ers: so
from the individual's motives for being
that risk reduction measures can be followed ·'tested . If a person is feeling reluctant to
to prevent transmission of the virus.
employ saf~ sex techniques and feels that beEven when both partners in a relarionship
ing tested would be a motivating factor. the
have positive tests, they should still follow
test may be useful. The risk here is that a
recommendations for '!safe sex" activities
negative test result might give false
that do not involve the exchange of body
reassurance to the person who is looking for
fluids. This is because it is believed that
an excuse to continue avoiding safe sex and
repeated exposure to HTLV-3 may be a facother risk reduction activities. Also. it is
tor in the development of AIDS.
possible that a person may test negative for
Unfortunately , people who test positive
HTL V-3 antibodies and still be carrying t)le
for HTLV-3 antibodies may be
virus . This is especially true if exposure to
discriminated against in housing, employ- . HTL V-3 has occurred within the previous
n1ent , or use of public accommodations.
3 months . and possibly longer . This - js
They could also be denied life or health
because it can take several weeks, or more,
-insurance.
for the exposed person's immune system to
People wishing to make sure that their test
develo,p antibodies . For these reasons, opresults are kept private should consider goponents to HTLV-3 antibody testing feel that
ing to a test site where the test will be adif individuals would practice safe sex . they
ministered anonymously. At this time, the
would not put themselves and others at risk
Bureau of Health plans to test people without
for HTLV-3 infection, making antibody
asking them for their names, social securistatus a moot point.
ty numbers, or other identifying informaReceiving a p9 sitive HTL V-3 antibody
tion. But in small-town Maine , a person may
test result may have a profound emotional
run the risk of seeing people at the test site
impact on a person. Anger. guilt , fear. and
· that he or she knows·, and some people anxiety are normal , healthy reactions to
worry that their test results. even with
hearing the test results. The very real fear
anonymity. could be released to other in- of losing a job. friends , a lover. ·insurance,
dividuals . In such cases, a person may want housing, and the attendant worry that one
to go out of state , possibly to the Fenway
may develope AIDS or ARC may be exCommunity Health Center in Boston.
. tremely oppressive . One may also be conOne of the major worries associated with

continued on page 14
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organs. or sperm. If you are designated
the 'testing program is whether or not the
as an organ donor on your driver's
test-site counselors will be tracing the sexlicense. remove this designation.
ual contacts of people who test positive.
Avoid sexual activities that involve the ex- . Presently, this is not part of the protocol for
change of body fluids - particularly
testing and follow-up. Should this policy
anal and vaginal intercourse, oralchange. or if the program converts to con- ·
genital sex, and "wet" ("French")
fidentia] testing - that is , asking for names
kissing. Condoms can provide
but keeping them confidential - many peoprotection.
ple may decide to use phony names or not
Do not share personal items, such as
·
to be tested at all .
toothbrushes, razors, nail clippers. ear
Additionally, when a person is tested by
piercing tools, tattoo equipment.
a private physici<1n, employer, institution.
douche and enema equipment, and sex . insurance company. or the military. the test
toys that have been inserted in the
results can become part of a person's pervagina or rectum.
manent medical record. and confidentiality,
Do not share needles or syringes for the is more uncertain . Some people who have ·
.
injection of drugs.
tested positive have made arrangenients with 1
If an infected person's body fluids (blood.
their health care providers to keep the insemen, urine, etc.) are spilled on clothes.
formation out of their medical records.
furniture. or household surfaces, the afWhen this is done , a person must ta.ke
fected areas should be w<1shed with a
responsibility for reminding the doctors.
disinfectant mixture of I p,!rt .chlorine bleach · dentist. eye care specialist, acupuncturist,
·
to J'O parts water.
etc.. that they are HTL V-3 antibody
If a womari with a positive test ·is pregpositive. This allows the clinician to take innant. she should see, a doctor immediately .
fection control precautions.
People who test positive for antibodies
The most important consideration in the
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BOOK REVIEW
ideology . Gay people have . repeatedl y attributed AIDS to the promiscuous
adolescence o( the gay movement which
regretably mu st mature into a monogamous
adulthood. But Patton reminds us that
number of sexual partners per se soould not
be considered a risk factor . Exchange of
bodily fluids is the key factor in transmitting the ~IDS virus. There is no reason to
believe that a nonmonogamous person is any
likelier than a monogamous person to be exposed to the AIDS virus if he conscientiously employs risk-reduction measures. What
appears as a genuine concern for gay men 's
health is actually an attack on promi scuity .
Patton would call this equation of gay men
and promiscuity , this conflation of sexual
identity and sexual practice, erotophobia.
Patton spends the first half of Sex and
Germs discussing the.medical , legal. social,
and political struggles that people with AIDS
encounter. This discussion . while necessary,
seems elementary to me and hardly worth
reiterating because it covers the same issues
that have been saturating the gay and lesbian press for the past three years. The latter half of the book, however, is not for the
politically unsophisticated or the intellectually lightwe ight. Patton delves unmercifully
into the recondite theories of French post-

structuralists Jacques Lacan and Michel
Foucault. Now. I'm familiar with both
Lacan and Foucault and I 've been known to
chew the philosophical fat with the best of
them but I still had to strain hemorrhoidally
to see Patton's subtle connections between
gender construction. sexual subjectivity ' and
the AIDS crisis. Patton asserts that the
theories of Lacan and Foucault provide the
necessary conceptual tools to deal with the
AIDS crisis - .tools ~hat Marxist , orthodox
femini st, and gay liberation ideologies lack .
Perhaps I'm impatient , but' when contemplating t he possi~ility of a vaccine or
cure for AIDS , Lacanian conceptual tool s
just don't cut the mustard. It's sort of like
eating lima beans when what you really want
is a hot fudge sundae. After pondering the
discrepancy between the very practical
discussion in the first half of the book and
the grossly abstract quest of the latter half,
I am left wondering if Patton 's extended
philosophical journey is not unlike pre-germ
theory moralism in its attempt to make sense
of disease , albeit infinitel y mor e
humanitarian .

AIDS-Line 1-800-851-AIDS
SEX AND GERMS: THE POLITICS OF
AIDS, by Cindy Patton. Boston: South
End Press, 1985;' 182 pp., $9.00 paper.
r.

,

by Barbara Lecle'h:

That a person would devote a number of
years to writing a sensitive book on AIDS
is by itself laudable . But Cindy Patton also
does AIDS organi zing in Boston where she ·
has seen friends die. Her relationship to the
AIDS crisis is much more profoundly personal than mine. Consequently. I feel
somewhat unqualified critiquin g her book
from my armchair.
Patton goes beyond viewi ng the ·AIDS
crisis simply as a medical phenomenon . She
sees AIDS as a turning point in gay and lesbian I iberation ideology . How lesbians and
gay men respond to erotophobic appraisals
of the AIDS crisis. which come both from
within our community and from the outside.
will determine the strength of a post-AIDS
lesbian and gay culture.
Erotophobia is the irrational fear of sexuality that informs the anti-gay campaigns·
of the New Right. These campaigns commonly describe AIDS as a disease of overindulgence with homosexuality as the underlying problem . Right wing fundamentalists

typically exhibit what Patton calls a "pregerm theory'' mentality toward AIDS.
Before the emergence of epidemiology in the
middle 1800s. cures for diseases were ·rare .
Hence. people often tried to "explain"
disease as a punishment for sin . The impotent medical establishment kept face by warning people of the dangers of interrupting
God's plan .
Even with the popularization of germ
theory. disease (especially venereal disease)
continued to steep in the moralistic pre-germ
ethos . The fight to eradicate germs became
a metaphor for suppressing difference.

Dirt and germs serve an important
symbolic role in the social organization of difference. Dirt is chaos,
cleanliness order... The belief in dirty
individuals who leave germs in their
wake creates a terror that anyone a
little different harbors disease, ·and
has the power to invade the human
body ... The fear of sexuality parallels
the fear of germs. Erotic desires are
experienced as a chaos within.

an exciting gallery featuring
the blown and art glass of
contemporary new england artists

1

the stein glass gallery

-------20 milk st I in the old port
portland me I 1207) 772-9072

Erotophobia and pre-germ moralism are
not confined to the right wing . The AIDS
crisi·s continues to challenge gay liberation

BRUCE W. KENNEY, D.0.

ou·R ·B OOKS.

Bo.ard Certified General Practice

an alternative bookstore .

Preventive Medicine
Obstetrics

Now In Stock:
Now That You Know
Sister Age
As Is

year round outdoor trips for women
·• so uthwest ca noe trip: 5 days on the Rio Grande
• in search of ancient herbs: backpac ki.ng in Appalachia
• horse packing trip in Northern Maine

• kayaking the coast
• island bicycle to urs
• trips for mothers and children
• cli nics . and day trips • hiking, biking·,
canoeing, and kayaking

97 India Street
Portland, Maine 04 zo I

..•

new routes
242 Dartmo uth Street
Portland, ME 04102
(207) 772-1843

OUR BOOKS • 4 Pine St. •· Portland
. ~-'- .
{207) 773-5540

20!-774-5800
I
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Benefit Concert:
W,illiamson and Fure Draw Big Crowd
by Brenda Buchanan
A large crowd turned out May 10 for a
Cris Williamson/Tret Fure concert to benefit
the Women 's Community Project. The turnout was good enough to net the organization about a $1,000 profit, and m9st left the
University of Southern Maine gymnasium
smiling and humming.

The show was not the most energetic ever
seen, but if headliner Williamson was not
as playful as she has been at times , she was
not as serious either. She gave the audience
some good chuckles, a good bit of politica l
grist to contemplate and a marvelous
demonstration of her lovely voice.
Fure was similarly low-key in her interaction with the audience, but her music was,
as ever, high powered. She took center stage
first, and Williamson backed her instrumen-

tally and vocally, as did bassist Carrie Barton. She hopped from lighthearted rock such
as " Tight Black Jeans" to softer material ,
with "That Side of the Moon is Too Dark "
and a new song "I Move for Your Love,"
the best exhibitions of her strong voice and
sensitive lyric-writing ability .
Dressed in a black-and-silver robe-Jike
coat (believe me, I thought long and hard
about how to describe it , and that 's the best
I can do) Fure gave a polished performance,
which indicates all these months that she has
been on the road with Williamson have
given her as much confidence onstage as she
previously demonstrated in the recording
studio, where she toiled as an engineer and
producer.
Williamson was relaxed and talkative, (I
know , when has she ever not · been
talkative?) and she sprink led her set with
some older material and even a James
Taylor song, " Shower The People," which
is on her Snow Angel album .
Worthy of special comment were the
powerful "Colorado Dustbowl Days. " the
French-and-English ballad "Marcy , " the
sensual "Dream Child " and her traditional
encore number, ''Lullaby.''
Mary Serra interpreted the concert for the
hearing-impaired. She often turned her head
to one side in order to look at a lyric sheet,
and that had to have been distracting and
frustrating for those who could not see her
expressions. The problem obviously was unfamiliarity with the lyrics of both performers. especially Fure.
Pinecone Productions did yeowoman 's
· work to bring the_ evening off, and the
· women behind that organization and the
many volunteers affiliated with the WCP
deserve mucH credit.
As one woman said in a break between
songs, it was exciting to see so many people, most of them women, attending a
women ' s cultural event in Portland .

I

· Portland Welcomes Alan Lozito, . .
Comedian Extraordinaire
SundayJune 1 at 10:00 pm

DON'T miss this show!!

Summer Pool Tournament
Cash Prizes & Trophies-doubles & singles._
•
. Sunday June 9th during Beer Bash
Friday June 13th-We proudly present

The Mr. Drummer 1986 Contest
Mr. New England Drummer will be selected!
Hot time in good ole Portland tonight!
Prizes Cash Trophies!
I
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Fridays, Jiree admission to ,
The Ur,dergroutj,4 before 10 pm
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own fear of getting AIDS. Then I realized
And suddenly A I OS has attacked that
l had been trying to find too complex a very sexuality. And so the rhetorical braform. The simpler the form, the better it . vado and confidence of many of the old
got. Less was more, in this case.
guard , they've had the wind taken out of
DE: Why David in the film- the nice, their rhetorical sails. A lot of them don't
midc;lle-class, very naive, apolitical, loved- know what to say now. Do they say "safe
by-his-mother gay man?
sex"? ·It's hard to make a political arguAB: David is the modern gay person . ment around safe sex. At best it's an
He has a job, a lover, knows where he's accommodation.
going to be on New Year's Eve, nice
These people have a wealth of expeapartment. He's·security-oriented. David , rience that this new apolitical gay group
I think, is the majority of the rank-and- needs, or this new group will be led like
file gay people right now in the United lambs to the political slaughter. We need
States, certainly most of the young men l a wedding of these two very improbable
meet in my travels and my cruising in the marital partners. They need each other.
bars. They're not interested in demon- . The film basically tried to tell them that.
strating or in being lesbian-identified
DE: Why did you end it the way you
separatist. Frankly, that's all passe. It's all did - Robert dying without David there?
rhetorical bullshit to them. They don't
AB: The difference between pathos
even identify as gay. They're living their and bathos. You don 't want a bath of
lives. They got this from gay liberation tears, just the rustle of tears. Also, all the
and gay liberation has enabled them to men who had died up to that point in my
lead their lives not living on the barricade. life, I wasn't there when they died . I was
The problem is life's not always a bed informed post facto . And even if I knew
of roses. Something like AIDS comes they were going to die, I wouldn't have
along, or class prejudice, or bigotry, all had the money to fly all over the place to
the "isms" that are still there. These peo- visit dying friends. Only in the m·ovies!
pie who are the majority of gay people, That's the extra twist of terror in this
they're the ones doing the work in the illness- so many people are dying and
AIDS movement. They're changing the you can't get to them.
DE: What about you has changed as a
bedpans, persofiing the -phones, writing
the checks. They're being the buddies. result of doing the film?
They didn't know Harvey Milk. They
AB: I've done some touring. I'll be at
didn't march in Stonewall. They're volun- the airport and a person with AIDS picks
teering to do all the scut work. They go. me up. We'll get in the car and he'll say, "I ·
, They" sit. They walk the dog. They write want to thank you for being so couragethe letters. They clean up the spittle. And ous." And I look at this guy and I think,
they go home and maybe cry themselves "I'm courageous?!? You've got to be kidto sleep with two extra martinis because ding!" Here's a person who is a pariah in
it's so hard. These are the apolitical peo- the master culture, who's looked upon
pie and I thought someone should tell with deep doubt and in some cases with
their story. They don't know how politi- deep blame in the gay community. A
cal and wonderful they are.
virus has no morals but people forget
Of course, the "old guard," the radical that. Suddenly I'm in a car with this guy
left which we needed the first ten years to
and he's telling me ' courageous-foi:,__ _ ..,
say " us versus tht;m," "le~ get some making Buddies! Let's get real here! He's
rights." I know those people, They have
the courageous one. This is not me being
yet to connect with the Davids, yet they garrulously humble. When you stand up
have all the experience. They know the in a theatre and just before you go on
politicians will rip them off. They know someone says, "Will the people with
that promises will be broken. They have a
AIDs in this theatre stand up," and fortywhole legacy of having lived through five people stand up, including your
things that cannot be gotten from a book.
cameraman who stands up for the first
It can only be gotten by knowing these
time to admit in public he has AIDS, you
people. These people are still around. A
really feel very small. I'm a grain of sand.
lot of them are holding up as isolates.
They are the boulders; they are the rocks.
They feel cut off from the gay movement.
As Genet said, "The only way to expeThey don't dress up the way gay people rience true humility is to be utterly humildress. They're not contemporary. They're
iated." In one sense this is an utterly hu- ·
still in rhetorical positions that were over miliating film to me. I have, nowhere to
in 77.
hide in this picture. There's no big cinema
. These two groups must somehow get
magic. It risks boring people if they don't
over the name-calling to pool their expebuy into the two actors. The story is so
simple. I wouldn't want to make another .
rience or else these new gay groups will
AIDS movie. This was a labor of pain.
have to reinvent the gay lib wheel every
six months, w11ich is just what Reagan
This film has changed me drastically. I
wants- the dispersing of energy on usereally have so little empathy for bullshit
·
left in the movie world. If I do another
less repetition.
DE: The "old guard'??
picture; it will have be a larger-budgeted
AB: They're writing books, they're
film. I don't want to do any more lowbaking b.read in Marin, they're going
budget films. This is the best one I'll ever
back to school. A lot of them have lost do. If I never made another movie, Budstep with gay people. It used to be we'd
dies would b~ a_fine way to leave. It's the..
say in the old,guaN, "Better bl'a tant than
one-in-a-hundred fifFI.1·.9!1Pr irr awpile a
latertt"~"Make love, not w~r." That was · filmm~ker gets a.cl\an,c~ ro·make a movie
'?~ pre:d,0': It· was',a pretty unassai~able ,,: that'.s:n~t abbut hi~ career/ a film-when:·
credo. How·can there be too much sex? ' . everything configurates to help you make
Too much love? "An army o~ lovers cana positive statement. It's about life, peopie, death, feelings. That's what I~e seen
not fail." And that was o~r gift to A~erica, the sexual-confrontmg revolution
with audiences and. they're the arbiter for
which says, "Explore your body"; "Get
me. The film works with people. That's
what movies are about.
that speculum"; "Turn on the lights."

a

Interview
continued from page 9

······································~·
bring AIDS to Frankfurt." They didn't
know l understood German. It was the
voice of the fascist that l near , tne R azi
next door. ln that instant l knew l- was
going to make Buddies. lt just wrote
itself.
All the dead friends l had spoke. Perhaps it was my own withheld grief, my
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We are now open daily!!
8:00 pm - 1:00 am
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Come join us Saturdays & Sundays for
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Gay Men's Support Association
On SaturJa) . June 21 . there wiil he a !ka
;narkel t<> benefit the CL·1ural Maine HL·a lth
The first meeting of the Gay Men' s SupFuunJati,,n in Le wi:,ll>n. Any,me ·.vi:,li i11g t, ,
port Association of the Mt. Washington
Valley will be held on Sunday , June I , 1986 rent :,pace may J,, :,,, h:, c;t!ling Phil Elli :,
at the Oxen Yoke Restaurant in North Con- . al 784-5047 ,,r R<>lanJ Bb;~ al 784-2251.
Dunati,m ~ ar,: .ii :,,, ~r:i1ei.ull ·; ;11.:eepted .
way, New Hampshire. The meeting is by invitation only and will begin at 7 p.m.,
preceded by a get acquainted social hour
Gay/Lesbian Pride Day in New York City will be Sunday , June 29. For more instarting ~t 6 p.m.
To help defray the cost of the meeting the
fornrntion contact Heritage of Pride , 259
West 45th St. , 2nd floor , NYC, NY 10036.
attendees will be asked to contribute $7 for
food (tax included) . Drinks will be available
212-869-2922.
r
from a Dutch treat cash bar.
Anti-Nuclear Walk
For more information about the organizaA three-day walk in opposition to nuclear
tion and the meeting, interested individual s
should write to G.M.S.A., P.O . BOX 3011 , energy use and in support of alternatives will
be held in l11te June. The walk will begin at
NO . CONWAY , NH 03860, or call Alan
noon on June 25 in Portland and will end
at 1-603-356-6101 .
on June 28 in Wiscasset .
,
r
In Portland the walk will begin at the Bath
The Maine Statewide Yellow Pages is
Iron Works on Commercial Street with the
55-page catalog of over 600 grassroots,
sharfog
of feeling and thoughts on nuclear
progressive service, and social change
use and related matters. Walkers will progroups throughout the state of Maine.
ceed to within sight of Maine Yankee with
Listed in 32 categories, such as 'Arts",
stops at Brunswick Naval Air Station <noon
"Children", and "Environment", the Yelon
the 26th), Bath Iron Works in Bath (noon
lo w Pages briefly describes each group
on the 27th), and Miss Wiscasset Diner
_ and lists address, phone number, and con(noon on the 28th). Overnight and rest stops
tact person. Copies are available for $2.50
will be announced before the walk .
(lower prices for2 oi-more)from INVERT,
To become involved in the planning ,
P.O. Box I IO, Stillwater, ME 04489,
preparation , and participation , come to
827-3107.
Lobsterman 's Square at the corner of Midand Temple Streets in Portland between
dle
The Chiltern Mountain Club is planning
3
and
5 p.m. weekdays. Or contact Nature,
an informal lesbian and gay get-together in
Acadia National Park during the Fourth of 20 Grant Street , Apt. 3, Portland , ME
July weekend. Groups from New England 04101.
and parts of Canada have been invited to attend. An informal schedule of events will
include bicycling, horseback riding , potlucks, rnild hikes , volleyball on the beach ,
and fire-works party . Information on this
event may be received by writing for a com. plimentary Chiltern newsletter to:
Chiltern Mountain Club
P-:0. Box 407-p
Boston, Mass. 02117 -0407

-- -

The AIDS Project
Needs You
Volunteers are needed by the newly
formed Support Services Network . Commmitted. caring people are needed to be part
of a buddy system for people with AIDS and
ARC. Contact the AIDS-Line , 775-1267 or
1-800-851-AIDS. Leave your name and
number and you will' get a return call soon.

*

The Support Services Network also needs
good furniture and household items for newly arrived people with AIDS and ARC. A
further wish list: used stereo and tapes, trips
to the ocean , trips to the lake, concert tickets
to the symphony, picnics.

-- -

*

-- -

There will be a training session for new
AIDS-Line volunteers in mid to late June.
Call the AIDS-Line to sign up.

*

The AIDS-Line is seeki ng a new CO<)rdinator. This is a paid, part-time position.
If interested· call the AIDS-Line oi: send a
resu me to: P.O . Box 107.23. Portland. ME.
04104, c/o Gary Anderson .

**********

- -- -

--
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at the Performing Arts Center
27 Forest A~nue
772-045·3 · Reservations Suggested

**********
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Portland Interior Designer/Carpenter interested in apartme nt/office space to
renovate/ restore . Will exchange my talent.
skills. and lahor for a long-term. affordahle
lease. Reference s available. Scott.
871-0396. 192 York St . . Portland . ME
04102.
GWM, 31. top seeks B7D hottom interested
in exploring/expanding limits . Respond with
photo/phone .to: Box 4341. Champlain
Branch. Burlington. VT 05401.
Lover and Friends Wanted by GWM. 40s.
stable. secure. sincere . many interests.
travel. antiques. carpentry. etc. Want mate!
Sincere pen pals and friends also welcome.
Ron . P .O . Bo x 1169. Sanford . Me. 04073.
Wanted: Land to buy. 20 + acres anywhere
between Waterville and Dresden. Prefer coowning · or being neighhors . with other
womvn. Write: Natu re-loving womyn. RFD
#1. ·Box 1930. Litchfield. Me. 04350.
737-8265. Have cash.
Lesbian mother with 10 y r. old seeks
housemate in York Co . for summer or
beginning. Sept. Also interested in finding /
1<1rming support group for mothers/partners
in similar situations. Write advertiser #20.
c/o Our Paper, P.O . Box 10744. Portland.
ME 04104 .
Slim, active, GWM, professional. healthy.
attractive. romantic. I enjoy the arts. hiking.. the Ma ine Coast. Open to friendship.
possible relationship with 30s. trim. intelligent. masculine. secure guy. Write
advertiser #21. c/o Our Paper, P.O. Box
- 10744. Portland. Me . 04104 .
~

_..--

Ai,;tistic poster/f!yer designs made to your
s[!ecifics for advertising hy an original and
fine and graphic artist widely reproduced internationalh. collected. etc. P .O. Box 182 .
B«1'~doinham . Me. 04008 .
We are two women in Norridgewock area
looking for others for socializing and fun.
Time tn stop your v.iinter hibernation and
meet friends . Write us . Box #426. Norridp.e,\nck . Me . 04957 .

For S~le - Yellow checked (Red Lored)
Amazon parrot. 4 years old. Moving . must
se ll. $500 firm . Cage included . Call
93f 7892. Ask for John.

The Adventures of
Macho and Friendly
Is It Love?

Handsome, professional Bi - Looking for
a compaJlion and friend with similar interest
in enjoying tender intimate moments. intellectual stimu lation. quiet. fishing and light
hody building . 6 '. 172. Augusta. Will
tra:vel . Share my home. Write to advertiser
#19 . c/o .Our Paper, P .O. Box 10744 .
Portland. Me. 04104.

If acting out Levi fantasies with a
goop looking moustached guy in old faded
50 Is . athletic socks. and Jockey briefs turns
you on. se nd photo and phone number to
Box 3254. New York C:ty. 10185 .
Looking to develop a PLANNED
HOUSEHOLD with · another couple (any
combinations) or two single people. No
smoke rs. drinkers. or druggers. Mu st have
good communication ski lls. be interested in
spending time with a young'person (4) and
wa nt to create a nurturing extended family
environment. Call Ginny 799-3977 after
9:30 p.m.
Still searching fqr longtime relationship .
friends too. Romantic. health conscious
GWM. Likes include science fiction. movies
at ho me. music . brains. Seeking 20-30.
sincere. P .O. Box 491. Camden. Me .
04843.
Shine City will clean your home. office.
yacht or garret thoroughly . honestly and
with discretion. References . Free estimates.
761-1696 .
Blueberry Cove - a children_'s camp for
aduits. July-Sept. Cahins . camping.
vegetarian and fish meals . Workshops.
Lihana. women's building . log building .
women ' s sailing schools. women m
recovery. Crows feet and more . Write
HCR35 . Box 520. Tenants Harbor. Me .
04860.
Lebian Woman, responsible, neat, nonsmoker, seeks living situation in Portland.
Call 775-2814 before 8:00 pm or early am.
Need to save$$? So do we! Lesbian couple seeks discreet female(s) t'il. share large ·
2 bedroom apt. Smokers, light drinkers,
catlovers and stable couples, please apply.
775-2734 after 5 and weekends. $235, plus
·
half utilities. Available immediately.

Home nursing care given. Nurse's aide.
etc. House companion . Male . Please write
for details . Include phone numher. Prompt
replv. Bo x 1743 . Bid9eford. ME . 04005.

by Bull O'Nee

When last seen 'Friendly and Harry the
Healer were engaged in their own private
safe sex workshop in Friendly 's apartment.
After hours of erotic experimentation they
emerge for a stroll on the Western Prom ...
"So Harry. what do you think of this safe
sex stuff?"
"I like it. I never knew sex could be so
much fun . You're a great teacher ,
Friendly .''
" Yep , move over Sgt. Swann!"
''I especially liked the edible jocks . Who
would have ever imagined ... ? And that Jack
Wrangler video was hot!"
Friendly stops to wipe dog-doo off his
shoes. "I thought this town had a pooperscooper law," he grumbles.
" That's not dog pool?, Friendly . It 's horse
shit."
·
"Oh . So tell me , how do you reconcile
enjoying sex with me and that preaching you
do down on the square?"

"No problem. Business is business ."
"Business? What are you talking about?"
"You know, all that anti-gay bullshit. It
really brings in the bucks. And this porn
referendum. I'm hoping for a Cadillac out
of.this one?"
"You have no morals, Harry .'.'
''What' s morals got to do, got to do , with
it? That porn law couldn't be too bad. I
mean . Jock and Porter are supporting it."
"Your heroes, right?"
"No, my heroes are Rev . Whyme - a
great fundraiser - and Jack Wrangler ."
"A great pair."
·
" Really , couldn't you just see it. The very
thought gets me excited. Let 's go back to
your place for safe sex lesson number two .''
''Okay, .unless you want to try the
bushes.''
"No thanks , I'm not into bushes anymore.
I think I've found something better."
" Me too," Friendly grins. They turn to
each other and kiss tenderly .
(to be continued)

THEEND.·U P The alternative coffee place
Open at 9 .;. 3 a.m.
·Wednesday thru Sunday
U)ffee, tea, light sandwiches, snacks
and good friends.~Located upstairs
over the Underground and we are
open to eveiyone until closing with
no alcohol.
THE
HARBOR MASTERS, INC.
PORTLAND, MAINE
ANNOUNCES:
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ECOLOGY HOUSE
Gifts of Environmental Consciousness
7 Exchange SL, Portland, ME 04112 (207) 775-1281
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Why ave' so many gay 1'11:en. and
lesbians joining 1BU<D<DY'S?

1Because it is an e{fecti-.ve and sensible
way to find compatible {viends,
companionship and pevhaps
that special pevson.

e

BUDDY'S ... NEW ENGLAND'S LARGEST AND MOST EFFECTIVE
Introduction Agency serving all in the NEW ENGLAND AREA
(603) 880-7-&25· • • •
···••l " ....
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AIDS-Line
· 775-1267 and 1-800-851-AIDS
M, W, F, 6pm to 9pm

f

rn

~

P.O. Box 8008
Bangor, ME 04401

1

~
~
~

Bates Gay/Lesbian/Straight Alliance
Box 569
Bates College
· Lewiston, ME 04240
Bangor Area Gay/Lesbian/Straight Coalition
(BAGLSC)
c/o 87 Sunset Strip
Br~wer, Me. 04412

Il ~·

Ill

~

m

~

m~

~

~
Il ~·,

Chiltern Mountain Club
P.O. Box 407
Boston, Mass. 02117

Gay/Lesbian _Alliance
92 Bedford St.
Portland 04102
780-4085

8

8

8

I

Gay / Lesbian Spiritual Community125 Vaughan Street, Portland , Maine
04102. 7:00 p.m. 773-!9 24 ·
Maine Connection AA Roundup , second
Sunday of every month, 2:00 pm , 125
Vaughan St. , Portland.
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MONDAYS

~

Feminist Spiritual Community - every
Monday at 7 pm, Friends Meeting House ,
·Forest Avenue , Portland, 77J-2294 , (come
early) .

t;J

.

~1

. 8

Maine Lesbian Feminists
P.O. Box 125
Belfast 04915

rn
8
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mc:Meetings,

TUESDAYS
Bangor Area Gay/Lesbian/Straight Coalition
(BAGLSC) , , meets the second Tuesday of
every month at 87 Sunset Strip in Brewer
at 7:30 pm.
Greater Portland N.O.W. - fourth Tuesday of the month, Y.W.C.A., 87 Spring
St., Portland, 7:30 pm.
Alcoholics Anonymous Gays in
Sobriety _ every Tuesday, 7:30 pm,
First Pa~'lh Unitarian Universalist
Church, 4: J Congress St., Portland.
.Gay/Lesbian Al-Anon - every Tuesday ,
7:30 to 8:30 pm , First Parish Unitarian
Universalist Church , 425 Congress St. ,
Portland.
M'd
· d s o f Gays - 1 - c oast p arents and F nen
second Tuesday of each m th. 7 30
on , : ,
. Brunswick, call 729-9843.

Our Paper staff meeting - every Tuesday, 7:30 pm, Our Books, .4 Pine St.,
Portland. New members are welcome.
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Friday, June 6
Casselberry and Dupree concert , USM
. Gorham Gymnasium, 8 .p'.m .. $8 in advance, $10 at the door.

Women Outdoors Saco River canoe trip ,
call 64 7-2251 .

Sunday, June 15
Women Outdoors sailboarding on Sebago
Lake. 766-2425 .

8

8

8

.

8

8

8

_

Saturday, June ,14
Boston Gay Pride Day, chartered bus
from GLA , call 780-4085 .

MLGPA meeting, Luther Bonney. USM
Campus, Portland, . 1:00 p.m.~
Sunday, June 28
Women Outd~ors Seawall Beach day
hike. 725-8168 .

'

Thurs., June 5 - Sun., June 8
Women and Power Conference, USM.
Go,ham Campus, 773-2294.

VLGR (Vermonters for Lesbian and Gay
Rights) meets the first and third Thursday of every month at 7:30 pm at the
Peace and Justice Center, 186 College St.,
Burlington.

Gay People's Alliance - every Friday, 'i
pm, 92 Bedford St., Portland - opeJJ
meetings.

Greater ·Bangor NOW - last Thursday of
the month, Bangor City Hall , 7 pm. Call
989-3306 for info.
UMF Gay and Straight People 's Alliance
(G .A.S.P.) - every Thursday at 3:30,
Fireside Lounge, Student Center, Univ . of
ME ., Farmington
Womyn Who Write - second and :fourth.
Thursday , 7-9 pm, USM Women ' s Forum
office, 92 Bedford St. , Portland , 780-4083 .
Wilde-Stein Club- Thursday evening,
6:00-9:00 p.m., Sutton Lounge, Memorial Union, UMO.
Gay/ Lesbian Alcoholics Anonymous:every Thursday, step meeting, 7:30 pm,
First Parish Unitarian ·universalist
Church, 425 9ongress St., Portland .

"Free To Bee" Gay/ Lesbian Alcoholicf
Anonymous,....... every Friday, 7:30 to 8:30
All Souls Unitarian-Church, 11 King St.
Augusta.

Alcoholics Anonymous meets every Frida:
8-9:30 - Gays Together in Sobriety (Ope:
Discussion) Christ Episcopal Church, 80
1:,afayette Road , Portsmouth , N.il.

SATURDAYS
Free To Be Gay/ Lesbian Alcoholic
Anonymous, every Saturday, 8:00 prr
The House, 60 Oak St. (corner Blake
T,ewiston.
Bangor INTERWEAVE - meetings 21
and 4th Saturdays at 8 pm at University Cc
lege Center, Texas Ave ., Bangor. Coff1
house and dance every Saturday from 9
I at Univ. College Center , $3 . for inti
884-7079.
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FRIDAYS

m,·

Wednesday, June 4
Midcoast AIDS Support Group meeting ,
New Leaf Books, 438 Main St. , Rockland,
7 p.m-., 596-0040.

~

£:I,·

Saturday, May 31
Chiltern Mtn. Club Mt. Hale/Zealand
Falls day hike . Moderate to difficult. Nonmembers welcome. John Day 617-484-7192
or Laura Smith at 780-4085 .
Sunday, June 1
Allen Ginsberg and Anne Waldman , F_irst
~nsh Chu,ch, 425 Congress SL, Portland,

8

Lesbian/ GayAlcoholicsAnonymouseveryThursday,discussionmeetingat8
pm, Unitarian Church, Main St.,
Bangor.
:
·

endai:"'""=""""'=='=-'"~
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THURSDAYS

. r=="'"""""""""""""'"" cal
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Wilde-Stein Club
Memorial Union
University of Maine - Orono
Orono 04469
Women's Comm1Jnity Project
po Box 3733
·
· ·
Portland, Me. 04104

Maine Lesbian/Gay Political Alliance
pO B
· · ox 108
_
Yarmouth ME. 04096
'
· · _
·

Seacoast Gay Men - every Monday, 7-9 · WEDNESDAYS
p.m. (except 1st Monday and holidays).
Unitarian Universalist Church, 292 State
.Fredericton Lesbians ~'nd Gays (FLAG) St., Portsmouth , NH (side door basement) ,
second Wednesday of the month call Mark 207-646-2748
Fredericton, N.B ., Canada

£:I

USM Women's Forum
University of Southern Maine
94 Bedford St.
Portland 04103
Vermonters for Lesbian and Gay Rights
(VLGR) .
Box 281
Hinesburg, VT 05461

, Maine Health Foundation, lnc.
P.O. Box 7329 DTS
Portland 04112

Ci:ntral Ma i11i: Hi:ahh F,,u11Jat iu11 ··- : i,·:,l
MunJa) ui" c:\'t: r:, 11i.,11th ;11 Sp,Hb1 na11:, . 2
B.1ti::, St. . Lc: -.1·i:,t,n1. 8 plll . C d! Phil El: ::,.
784-50°17 ur 7826113 .

Il·l,~

Maine Lesbian/Gay. . Political Alliance
(MLGPA) - every third Sunday of the
month . Meetings rotated throughout state.
See Calendar listing for location and time.

8

UMF
Farmington, Me. 04938

Maine Connection
P.O. Box 5245,
Station A
Portland, Me. 04102

Gay Men's Support Association
·
· ·
.
North Conway, N.H. 03860

. 8

OUR PAPER
P.O. Box 10744
Portiand 04101
Seacoast Gay Men
. P.O. Box 1394
Portsmouth, NH 03801
· UMF/Gay and Straight People's Alliance
(G.A.S.P.)

Lesbian/Gay Committee
Me. Chapte·r Nat' !. Assoc. of Social
Workers
P.O. Box 5112, Station A
Portland, Me. 04101

po Box 3011

Northern Lambda Nord - last Sunday
of the month - business meeting, 1:00
pm, followed by a potluck.

m

LAGO-SJ (Lesbian and Gay Organization
Saint John)
Box 6494, Stn. A, Saint John
N.B., Canada E2L 4R9

Gay I Lesbian Spiritual Community
125 Vaughan Street
Portland, Maine 04102
207-773-1924

Bates day/Lesbian/Straight Alliance - for
discussion , support, and planning - every
Sun_day , 8:30 p.m. in Hirasawa Lounge,
Chase Hall , Bates College, Lewiston .

Ill,·

GLM (Gais et Lesbiennes de Moncton)
C.P. 7102
R_iverview, N.B., Canada

Central Maine Health Foundation
P.O. Box 3113
Lewiston, Me. 04240
AIDS Hotline ·782-6113

; NDA; S

Northern Lambda Nord
P.O. Box 990
Caribou, Me. 04736
NLN Gay Phoneline, 498-2088

Harbor Masters Inc.
P.O. Box 4044
Portland, Me. 04101

Gay/Lesbian Parents Support Group
780-4085 or 772-4741
Portland

Feminist Spiritual Community
9 Deering St.
P.O. Box 3771
Portland, Me. 04104
773-2294

New Hampshire Citizens Alliance for Gay
and Lesbian Rights
P.O. Box 756
Contoocook, N.H. 03229
603-228-9009

Friends and Parents of Gays
729-9843 (Brunswick)
623-2349 (Augusta)

Gay/Lesbian Alcoholics Anonymous
c/o First Parish Unitarian Church
425 Congress St.
Portland 04101

Bowdoin Gay/Straight Alliance
Bowdoin College
Brunswick 04011

I
I

· Greater Bangor NOW
P.O. Box 8026
Bangor, Me. 04401
Greater Portland N.O.W.
' P.O. Box 4012 Station A
Portland 04101

Free To Be
11 King St.
Augusta, ME 04330

· Bangor INTERWEAVE

m~-

·L esbigay

Fredericton L~bians and Gays
Box 1556, Station A
Fredericton, New Brunswick, Can?da

The AIDS Project
P.O. Box 10723
Portland, ME. 04104
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